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PREFACE

The Rockefeller Foundation has maintained a fellowship program for

gifted, well-motivated individuals for almost sixty years. A safe esti-

mate would place at almost 15,000 the number of individuals from all over

the world and virtually every discipline who -lave held Foundation-sup-
,

ported fellowships.

Some years ago, the Foundation concluded that the slow pace of the

promotion of minority-group educators to leadership positions was trou-

blesome. It soon became aware that other agencies were similarly con-

cerned. This publication seeks to distill the experience of twelve re-

spected and successful internship/fellowship programs, each of which has

had a demonstrated record of successful identification, selection, train-

ing, and finally placement of individuals in positions of leadership and

responsibility.

The publication is the result of a national working conference held

in October 1976. The focus of the conference was on program structure.

Participants were asked to share information regarding program design,

recruitment, placement, and evaluation.

For convenience the conference was divided into five parts, roughly

corresponding to the components of most internship programs. Each of the

several directors and representatives was requested to give a general

overview of his or her program and then to take part in the discussion

of the general topic under consideration.

The Rockefeller. Foundation is indebted to their spirited painstaking

which made the conference a success and this volume possible. Just as

academic training without in-service experience cannot fully prepare a

man or woman for leadership responsibilities, so an agency working in

isolation cannot fully accomplish its objectives. We hope that this

sharing experience will be helpful to others with similar interests.

April 1977 Bruce E. Williams
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BUSH LEADERSHIP FELLOWS

Donald Peddie

Nearly sixty years ago, a researcher at the.Minnesota Mining and

Manufacturing Company. then a struggling manufacturer of commercial

abrasives, came to Archibald Bush and showed him the prototype of what

later became scotch tape. Bush said, "Yes, I think we can sell that

product. It has possibilities." Today, known as the 3M Company, it is

a diversified giant, thanks to Bush's genius for sales management. Two

years before his death in 1966, he decided to help others get the busi-

ness or management training which he himself could not afford as a young

man; so he foune4ed the Bush Leadership Fellows program.

Mr. Bush's idea was to locate Minnesota's emerging leaders, some-

where in midcareer, and send them off to school and/or internship to

pick up the broad training needed to bring out their potential as the

area's leaders. He didn't limit this just to business. He thought good

management was a short commodity in many.fields. Ite.hoped to help lead-
,

ers bring vision, judgment, and integrity to the pz!ocesses they directed.

He stressed development of the individual.

The Sparse Country

The program started off in 1965 with only four fellows; the next

year there were eight. The program was not offered in 1967 or 1968 It

resumed in 1969 and has been operating continuously since, with a grow-

ing number of awards and a growing pool of business management applicants.

By 1976, nearly' 70 percent of the final award winners in Minnesota were

taking management training. This had been a goal we couldn't achieve

until recently. In our new territory the management percentagelis con-0

siderably less.

In 1973 the board df directors of the Bush Foundation added a com-

panion Summer Fellows program, for persons interested In short-term edu-

cational development, and, in 1974, the board voted to expand the program

into both Dakotas and to the 26 northern and western Wisconsin counties

that fall within the Ninth Federal Reserve District. This is what we

like to call the sparse country.

1
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By the end of the 1976 competition, 205 awards

to long-term and summer fellows in four states, and

Fellows, combining the academic and the internship,

regional program.

had been made both
1'

the. 51410:k Leadership

Mc become a truly

Criteria

Both Bush Leadership and Bush,Summer Fellows are persons in mid-

career who have already demonstrated, heir capacity for leadership. The

average age is around 37. A LeaderShip Fellow must have five years of

work experience; a Summer Fellow, three. A Leadership Fellow must be at

least 28; a Summer Fellow, 25. The upper limit is 50 for both programs,

although that is flexible.

Stipends
I

0 The Leadership Fellow draws a stipend or-$r00 monthly for up to

18
0 months of academic study and possible internshiN,up to $500 for moving

'
expenses, and 50 percent of tuition. The SummerFellow gets $300 a week

for up to ten weeks, up to $300 for travel,*and 50 percent of tuition.

Recruitment

Each year we put on a recruiting campaign, which contains several

elements.

As the program opens in October, we advertise in all the dailies

throughout the four states. This is our major recruiting thrust, even

though it tends to be too broadside and not enough of a rifle-shot ap-

proach.

We also attempt to reach more precisely the kind of person who is

likely to be successful in our competition in these ways:

1. Staff members travel throughout the four states to hold

meetings with community groups, such as chambers of commerce.

2. We al-rongly encourage alumni and alumnae to recommend

candidates. We work from two- to three-yeai; inquiry lists, for

we've learned that it often takes that long to get ready to be

a serious applicant.

3. We are in touch with quite a few personnel directors

or'top executives of the major companies\in the area and solicit



.a

. recommendations from them. We also have direct contacts in

nonprofit institutions.

4. We mail out brochures for posting on bulletin and

public information boards, detailing the variety of eligible,

fields.

5. We publish.a bimonthly newsletter which goes to about

1,500 of the region's community and thought leaders, again very

diversified as to field.,

We have recently acquired a slide presentation which we will give

throughout our territory in small meetings. We want to remove the mys-

tery about what we do.

Word-of-mouth advertising brings in numerous prospects. Before we

even open the annual.competition, we have acquired a substantial mailing

list of persons who have heard of us and who have written in for informa-

tion,. At this date, we have 125 such requests, and we have not even for-
:

mally opened the 1977 campaign.

Finally, we are great believers in rifle-shot recruiting.' We always

want more of what we see as the rarity in our applicants pool. This means

we mail information directly to trade union leaders, women in business,

and minorities in all fields, all three of whom are rare in our pool. We

almost never initiate the mailing of application forms, but we do mail

leaflets to see if we can elicit response.

We have a six-page application blank, which in itself, we're sure,

winnows out the less committed applicants. Filling it out is quite a

task. Many people tell us it's a big benefit they received in the process,

especially with regard to goals and plans. We try for fairly specific

goal information. We are great believers in track records. We believe

people will do in the future as they have before. Also, we are mindful

that we are especially vulnerable to a certain element of "con artists."

We need information. We accept some but not all employment form limita-

tions... We like to hear directly from the people in the best position to

judge an individual's work and estimate his or her potential. We're

pretty wary of job switchers or career changers.

3
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Selection

Our selection process is rigorous. The preliminary- selection com-

mitteereads every application. About a third of these are sent on to

interifiewers, mostly our alumni(ae). If the interviewer decides he or

she has a promising prospect, and I agree, that person goes to alsocal-

firm of consulting psychologists, which builds up without °further inter-

viewing a profile of the applicant on the basis of a detailed personal

inventory and minimum psychological testing. But we do test, using in-

struments with the least amount of built-in cultural bias. Frankly, we-
.

_believe in tests as a small but useful part cs the selection process.

When the dossier is built up with the ge application form,

references from the person's superiors, and a personal interview, the

four-person preliminary selection committee meets for a grueling session

during which the semifinalists get a numerical rating. The committee

dues not see the psychologists' profile, but a member ofithe firm of

psychologists is also a member of the committee, and brings with him

test.result knowledge of each applicant. Others on that committee bring

personal 1,..owledge from other vantage points. All have studied the ap-

plication materials'.

As the selection process is advancing, the program director, on see-
:

ing a likely prospect, may send some information about that person to

several schools, to see what his or her chances for admission are, in ad-

vance. We maintain close contact with six or seven-highly selective uni-

versity programs, both nondegree and degree. :

When the finalists for the Leadership program have beefilselected,

they go-to a final selection seminar. For Minnesota and Wisconsin, we

have a three-day live-in, where each applicant has two 30-35 minute in-

terviews with pairs of judges. For the Dakotas, we have a one-day ses-

sion. The summer finalists appear for approximately thirty minutes be-
,

fore a traveling panel that meets in different cities, as required by the

geographical location of the applicants. The program director is a mem-

ber of all panels but not the chairperson. That role usually is handled

by an industrial psychologist, limit of one per panel. Most of the other

people on the complete roster of judges have reached the general manager

13



level of work.' Typically, they do

reading of complete files, and are

begin) with special summaries.

a lot of homework, i.e., detailed

also provided (after final interviews

Incidentally, the summer applicants are not required to undergo the

screening at the firm of psychologists, since they are asking for consid-

erably less time and money from the Foundation. However, all finalists,

including summer people, take one standard test of critical thinking.

After the winners have been selected, the staff supplies considerable

assistance in locating them in schools of their choice. The program deals

both in academic and internship placements.

5
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THE EDUCATION POLICY FELLOWSHIP:PROGRAM

Paul Schindler

O

The Education Policy Fellowship Program - formerly Washington In-

ternships in Education - is a progyam of the Institute for Educational

Leadership of the George WashingtOn University. Funded by grants from

the Rockefeller, Ford, and Cleveland Foundations, and ten other funding

sources, the Fellowship provides an intensive year-long leadership devcl-

opment'experience for selected mid-career men and women. Candidates for

this national program must have a strong interest in working in the policy'

arena, and have an interest in using their leadership skills to improve

American education% Although only a achelor's degree is required, almost

half of the current Fellows have a doctorate or law degree; 90 percent

have advanced degrees.

In general, participants in the program have been between 25-50 years

of age and,'" in 1976-77, 60 percent of the Fellows are women and the pro-

gram slaced 30 minorities with sponsors. Approximately one out of tAn'ap-

plicants receives a fellowship placement.

One 017 the strengths of the Education Policy Fellowship Program (EPFP)

lies in the fact that Fellows bring a rich and varied background to their

sponsor's office. Fellows have backgrounds in education, law, journa)ism,

physical and social sciences, and have worked in the public as well as

the private sectors.

Placement Process.

Sponsors of Education Policy Fellows are chosen by EPFP because of

their impact on the education policy process; these persons either create

policy or are critical agents in its implementation. Sponsors select Fel-

lows to work with them for one year, not only to demonstrate the policy

process by serving as a mentor to the Fellows, but to draw on the back-

ground of the mid-career Fellow. The matching of skills and backgrounds

of the Fellows with needs 'of the sponsors is a critical element of EPFP

because a sponsor delegates responsibilities.and duties to the Fellow as

well.as pays the fu11 salary of the Fellow for the twelve-month Fellowship.

The average salary of the 1976-77 Fellows is $20,000.

6
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The purpose of the Fellowship program is to provide the FellOw with

an opportunity to gain a working knowledge of the major education policy

issues bLng discussed at the local, state, and federal levels, and of

the processes by which policy is formulated and implemented. The sponsor

Acts as an on-the-job mentor and provides the supervision necessary forr.
the Fellow to obtain a realistic view of the role of the agency in the

policy process, the issues with which it deals, and the client groups to.

which it relates. The Fellows work full time and perform the functions

which are required of the position in which they are placed. The sponsor

provides the Fellow with on-going evaluation and immediate feedback, re-

mains accessible to the Fellow, and delegates responsibility in the fora
,

of specific task assignments, involving the Fellow, as much as possible,

with the office's planning and deliberations.

Policy Seminars.

In addition to the on-the-job learning about the policy process, EPFP

also utilizes the resources at the prograd sites. Fellows meet regularly

with me and women who articulate, implement, or impact on the policy pro-

cess., In informal settings, they meet with scores of persons to explore

workings of state, urban, or federal bureaucracy. The education component

provides an opportunity for Fellows to share the agency experiences with
,

colleagues, -Co meet with key officials, and to explore broad policy issues

in the field of education. The Fellows are involved in the shaping of

activities of the policy seminars and in evaluating their effectiveness.

Finally, Fellows analyze their own experiences through qua-rterly re-

ports and a case study reflecting on the decision-making process in their
o

placements, particularly delineating the agency's relationship to other

°Mips and agencies, as well as the ways in which policy decisions were

determined. The,,bulk of the material provides a case study which, in turn,

provides vicarious learning for all the Fellows. This report is developed

in conjunction with the sponsor and is helpful for planning and adminis-

trative purposes in that agency.

All three dimensions of the Fellowship experience are essential to

EPFP and perhaps explain why former "graduates" of the nondegree program

7
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attest that the Fellowship experience is worth five or more years of work

in a ,pivotal position in education.'

Long-range Goals

While the Fellowship program is not a respite from the world, neither

is it drudgery. Fellows have developed strong friendships with one another

and have become members of a network of alumni(ae) who have participated

in the program since 1964. EPFP - a twentieth century apprenticeship mod-

el - has been successful in preparing over two hundred and fifty individ-

uals to accept the challenge of improving the educational system because

they better understand the policy process that has shaped it.

The Fellowship program is conceived to represent.a deliberate and for-
.

mal undertaking within the broad concept of lifelong learning. It is de-. ...........

signed to offer mid-career (and a few exceptional early mid-career) persons

both a situation and a setting within which they may experience significant

individual growth and the development of various meaningful personal; so-

cial, and career-related skills. These opportunities include discovering

their potential for,exerci6ing leadership roles, their abilities for col-

laborating with others at high levels of decision-making, and their talents,

for engaging in the analysis of multidimensional public issues.

Consequently, the Fellowship year is intended to 'provide its partici-

pants with much more than short-term experience in some government-related

job. It is expected that the impact.of this undertaking for each Fellow

will contribute in a significant way to the subsequent course of their lives

and careers as well as improve the quality of education available in America

today.

The Education Policy Fellowship Progra- attracts and serves Fellows

and sponsors who find excitement in continued professional development and

who are concerned that decisions made by large organizations can and must

improve the ability of students of all ages to learn, to grow, and to shape

their environment.

8 7 '



ATLANTA FELLOWS PROGRAM
Atlanta University

Barbara Jackson

However valid the philosophical base, however valuable the activities

and experiences proposed, without outstanding, committed students there

will be no effective program. Moreover, a program whose explicit purpose

is to prepare educational leaders must have students who have already dem-

onstrated potential for leadership. When we add our other priority, the

development of black leaders, it means that the program must seek people

who have developed sufficient self-awareness to be sensitive to the forces

of society that have impacted on the black experience and to be willing to

assume the risks inherent in attempting to change the social order. To

find such people, there must be a large pool of applicants who possess
7 ,

di-

verse'talents. Our recruitment efforts have been, directed prima/11y to

discovering such'kpool.

Recruitment.and Selection of Students

Our applications, from which we selected our first ten Rockefeller

FelloWs, were more numerous this year due to several factors. We had the

assistance of our advisory board, a group of distinguished scholars and
1

practitioners who were able to tell more people more about the program and

who, alsp assisted in the selection process. Our program; has been in exis-

tence for a few years so that we have established visibility along with some

credibility. Even though we do not have many graduates, they did assist in

referring people to the program. Finally, we were somewhat more systematic

in our specific recruitment efforts: a brochure was,developed and mailed

to selected school systems, other colleges and universities, and seldcted

individuals. Our presence at the major educational,cpRwenfQs dUring the

past few years,_22hr 1974 Summer Institute, and memberiiiip in the Consortium

for Educational Leadership combined with a great deal of personal activity

and travel on the part of the director all contributeOto the increase in

the size of our applicant group. We had 155 applicatiOns this year as com-

pardd to 90 in 1972, the first year of the program. Another notable dif-

ference in this year's grdup was the greater geographidal spread. Since we

9
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want ours to be a national program, we will need to expand our efforts out-

side the South and the city of Atlanta from where the majority of our stu-

dents have come. Of the 81 admitted, 56 are from the South; 30 of these

from the city of Atlanta and another 15 from the state of Georgia.
. .

Each applicant is required to submit an admission application and fee,

a health form, undergraduate and graduate transcripts, four letters of recom-

mendation (two from professors, two from employers), test scores from the

. Miller Analogies or Graduate Record Exam with preference for the MAT, a

resume, and a letter of intent. The latter is given high priority for it

represents the applicant'S own assessment of his past and a projection of

his career goals and how Atlanta University.might satisfy his aspirations.

These are Obtitted prior to January 30 for admittance in the following sum-

mer or fall.

Our procedure used in the past that we plan to continue is to have a

specially appointed selection committee ,review these paper credentials and ,,

select approximately 25 for a group interview. These committees have been

composed of ,acuity, students, and people outside the University. For the

Rockefeller Fellows, we used our advisory board in an intensive two-day

interview schedule with each a7plicant having only a half hour. An informal

dinner was held the previous night to provide an opportunity to interact on

-a' more informal basis with the selection committee members.

Our procedure for deciding who should be recommended on the basis of
o

the paper credentials and the interview was to name first those for whom

there was greatest agreement - both for admittance and for rejection. The

balance were then discussed and those showing the most promise were selected.

These recommendations were then forwarded to the Department of Adtinistra-

tion for review and finally to the School of Education Committee for final

decision.

In determining the criteria for admission, we have tried not to-give

undue weight to written ev4dence, especially since we know that many black

people do not always present themselves well in a written statement. At

the same time, we are looking for leaders who are both intelligent and in-

tellectual so that some attention is given to these skills as well as the

previous academic record. But we feel that the most important attributes

10



are those that can only be evaluated in a face-to-face encounter. References

can help in this area if the writer is asked to comment specifically on this

aspect of the applicant. The group interview is demanding and yet we feel it

does provide an excellent setting to judge how an applicant reacts to pres-

sure - a primary prerequisite for an educational leader.

Program Design
I% ''-' :;:? .

Because our program is university-based leadinetdAdodOrat4odegree,

there are certain requirements we feel we must meet if Our,;prOgram is to be
14 ,

accepted by the higher education community and, m e impoi't-- ly, have legit -

imacy and credibility for our graduates. We also k ow ose graduates

who want to work in public school systems need to meet state certification

requirements. We do not want to deny them the opportunity to do so by not

offering the appropriate preparation. As a result, the general outline of

our program sounds quite traditional: candidates for the Doctor of Educa-

tion degree must complete a minimum of 90 semester'hours distributed in the

4 areas Of,administration, social and behavioral sciences, curriculum, learn-
,

ing theory, research, dissertation, and elective courses in the areas of

the student's special interest. At least 48 semester hours of the required

minimum must be earned at Atlanta University. We have stated these require-

ments i4. terms of "areas" rather than specific courses in order to build

0flexibg.ity into the program. This allows us to addressthe'unique needs

of our clientele and still meet requirements of accrediting agencies.
, -

We have also described the program in.competthicy terms:; technical or
.. ,

managerial skills, human skills, and conceptual skills,with_emphasis on the ,

social and behavioral sciences. , z-, .

". : ';

In order to make our program distinctive, ,hciweirer, we have concentrated
...

on two aspects. The first has to do with methods., Even though we do em-

phasize reading and writing, we recognize that there are other skills that

the administrator needs. These are primarily in the area of communication

and human relations. Thus, we try to provide a variety of opportunities

for the students to assume leadership roles during the period of their
. .

study, to make oral presentations, to defend a point of view, to critique

and evaluate their own ideas and those of their colleagues, and to discuss

and to argue differei points of view. We have built in a variety of field)-
: ..
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experiences using research methods from anthropology and sociology. The

internship has been reexamined and tailored to the needs of individual

students.

The second aspect is directly related to the mission of Atlanta Uni-

versity and its commitment to develop black leadership. Beginning with

this past summer, we have focused more explicitly on training from a black

perspective. We began with an orientation under the direction of Dr. Al-

fred Pasteui that allowed the students to explore dimensions of race in a

new and open way. One of our summer courses, Black Community Issues,

taught by Dr. Donald Smith, again focused cm this topic. We recognized

the black aesthetic through a summer forum that blended the intellectual

with the affective'with the psychomotor. other words, we are not only

recognizing, but making a legitimate component of the program, the "spirit

o2-black folks" to use the words of DuBois: to infuse all we do with the

humaneneSs, dignity, and dogged strength expressed with style and color

that has been characteristic of black people since they'firit came to this

country.

As a part of the black perspective, we are also giving more attention

to research. In our revised sequence, we will focus more on defining those

problems and issues that relate directly to the black experience. We will

provide our students wit1i intensive and extensive training in all.method-

ologies, especially the use of computer science and the analysis of quan-

titative data. In tIlTs way, our graduates will be p "epared to participate

in a more effective way in the on-go'sg process of redefining black folk.

Assignment and Placement

Most of our graduates have depended ontheir own resources for place-

ment Some"have received assistance from the Consortium for Educational

Leadership where placement is a major program component.

Many of our graduates were required to return to the:,.r school system

so that there was no immediate need for finding new positions. Our concern

will come wlrn they are ready for the next move. Several graduates have

been limited in their options because of the lick of previous experience.

This was especially-true for the women in the early years of the program

whose experience was not commensurate with academic training. This issue

12
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is related to that of recruitment and program design. Recognizing this

difficulty, we gave preference with the new Rockefeller Fellows to people

who had already had administrative experience.

Of our twenty-five graduates, eleven did return to the same school

system, though not all to the same positinn; fou- returned to Cie same

city, but to different jobs; and ten moved to new communities.

Program Objectives

The original objectives for the doctoral program have ten reaffirmed

to prepare leaders:

who have knowledge and skills, both theoretical and practical
in all phases of the organization and management of institu-
tions, especially'public school systems;

who are familiar with, and able to learn strategies from, the
behavioral and social sciences for dealing with the forces and
influences which impinge on the process of education;

who can use with intelligence and discrimination the-findings
of research and evaluation to question the values and assump-
tions of those studies which,relate to the abilities of chil-
dren - especially black children - to learn; and

who are sensitive to the interrelationship between school sys-
tems,and the communities they serve, particularly if these
are black communities.

In addition to these objectives for our graduates, we hope that the

doctoral program will be an influence for change within Atlanta University

so that it can respond to the broader needs of black. communities. Finally,

we hope our program will have some influence on the nature of preparation

programs for all educational leaders.

Evaluation

The ultimate evaluation of our effectiveness in the preparation of

educational leaders will be the impact our graduates have on the educa-

tional enterprise. To date, our graduates are too few and too recent to

know if we have been effective based on this criterion.

Forthe evaluation of the elements of the program, we have depended

heavily on student feedback, 'discussion' amon, the faculty, and the opinions

of others involved in variqus ways with the program. The students complete

a written evaluation at the end of each course. The informal comments,

13



however, seem to be more helpful. We have also sent questionnaires to

our graduates for comments on the usefulness of the courses as preparation

for their jobs. Despite the small returns the comments have been useful

in assessing our efforts. We also participated in the Career Patterns Study

sponsored by the Consortium for Educational Leadership for students from

all seven institutions is the Consortium.

With the present Rockefeller Foundation grant, we will have a more

systematic evaluation using our advisory board and other people outside the

University. We are in the mocess of drafting this plan now that will be

put into operation during the current academic year.

1
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CENTER FOR CREATIVE LEADERSHIP

SUMMER INSTITUTE

Ann M. Morrison

Since 1974, the Center for Creative Leaderihip (CCL) has sponsored

the Summer Institute, a fellowship program for graduate students interested

in the application of social and behavioral science research. Each year

about 15 universities a're invited to send one of their outstanding Ph.D.

candidates in psychology, sociology, or business. The Center conducts the

program for several reasons:

1. To build a network among future participants in the

Center's areas of interest;

2. Tc create intellectual excitement among people with

mutual interests;

3. To provide some of the best students in the field

with an opportunity for practical application of social sci-

ence knowledge; and

4. To acquaint more people with the Center's goals and

facilities. One major goal is to bridge the gdP between aca-

demia and the business world.

A diverse group of 12 Summer Fellows, three of whom hold foreign citi-

zenship (Brazil, Canada, and Great' Britain), participated in this year's

Summer Institute. Each Fellow received a.$1,000 stipend as well as food,

housing, and transportation during the program. Several Special Fellows

were also invited by the Center thistyear.

Schedule
1

The 1976 Institute ran eight yeas (June 4 through July 30),.longer

than those in previous years, mainlyto accommodate a four-week internship.

The Fellows' schedule included:

June 5-11 Leadership Development Program, a seven-day
experiential training program in leadership
skills, conducted by Center staff.

June 14-25 Training in 'managerial performance appraisal
and feedback," the research topic of the pro-
gram? conducted by Center staff.

15
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June 28-
July 23

Internship projects at business and govern-
ment institutions in the Minneapolis-St. Paul
area, and weekly seminars with Twin Cities
executives.

July 26-30 Individual presentations and group exercises
designed to "wrap up" the program.

A Research Theme

The 1976 Institute, unlike its predecessors, had a research theme -

managerialoperformance appraisal and feedback - which tied the summer pro-

gram in with an on-going Center research project.

Performance appraisal was selected as the summer topic because, as

one executive put it, "Most organizational problems, when you get down to

it, are problems of performance appraisal." Most organizations have ap-
,,

nraisal,systems which generally don't work very well for a variety of rea-

sons. Also, information regarding recent affirmative action regulations

dealing with performance evaluation is in demand by managers. Thus, this

topic area was current, had potential and tangible outcomes., and would

meet the needs, and interests of both students and managers as an intern-

ship project.

Training

Although the Fellows came from different fields of study, there were

some constants assumed in their prior training. Each graduate student

would have had some formal education in human relations, communication,

methodology, and statistics, which could be built upon during the three-

week training period.

The first week, leadership training, gave the Fellows both content

and personal/group exercises in using such leaders skills as decision -

making, creative problem solving, and-interpersona,eedback. Not only

were certain skills developed, but that week also represented the Fellows'

first common experience - an intensive and revealing program fostering a
0

group cohesion that continued throughout the summer.

The next two weeks consisted of training in the topic area by C,L

Research Division staff. The objectives were to prepare the Fellows to

(1) conduct research in performance appraisal, and (2) provide training to

managers at their internship site.

16
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Through lectures, role-play exercises, and a three-hour organizational

simulation, the Fellows learned about different aspects of managerial ap-

praisal, basic principles and research issues, performance measurement,

contextual factors, and the pefformance appraisal interview. Internship

assignments, based on the interests and preferences of both Fellows and

mentors, were given at the end of the first week.

Internships and Epilogue

The Fellows then flew to Minneapolis and settledinto the Center's-

off-site headquarters - a sorority house on the University of Minnesota

campus. Twelve mentors from Twin Cities organizations had been recruited

to host an intern. The sites ranged from large corporations (General Mills,

3M, Honeywell) to smaller businesses (Medtronic, National Computer Systems,

Minneapolis Star & Tribune) and government organizations (Ramsey County,

Minnesota State Patrol). The internships were designed to give the Fellows

experience in applying the theory and principles of performance appraisal

in an organizational setting.

Fellows reported to their mentors Monday morning (June 28) for an

orientation session and to agree upon a project that could be carried out
4

within the month. The projects ranged from pure research to almost pure

training. Most of the Fellows first interviewed a sample of managers and

then made specific recommendations for modifying the organization's exist-

ing appraisal system. In some cases, the Fellows used managers' comments.

to design and conduct training sessions on using the current appraisal sys-

tem more effectively.

During the internship period, several evening seminars were held with

Twin Cities executives. Two dinners with the mentors, one early and one

late in the month, helped to acquaint the program participants and CCL

staff with one another and to share reactions to the program.

The Fellows returned to Greensboro for the final week of the program

to report on their projects. They also participated in a group problem

solving session on "future directions for appraisal" and a formal debate

on the pros and cons of performance appraisal. The final activity was a

feedback session with CCL staff on the entire summer program.

17
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Monitoring and Evaluation

All phases of the Summer Institute were monitored via feedback from

participants. Written feedback was received from the Fellows throughout

the training period for assessment and planning by ,FL staff. Site visits

to host organizations were made by myself and research staff members to dis-

cuss-with both mentors and Fellows the project itself, questions or problems

that may arisen, and their ideas and suggestions'for the summer program.

The'week after the internships, the Fellows each gave a formal presen-

tation on their host organizations and internship projects and submitted a

written report of their activities to the Center staff. All participants

(except one mentor) completed a questionnaire on the program - design, train-
.

Eng, and outcomes. These data are now being considered in planning the 1977

Summer Institute.

The feedback from Fellows and mentors was very positive. While they

made suggestions for minor changes in the program, most of the Fellows felt

that they had achieved a great deal of personal anth professional growth.

The internship experience was most rewarding for some because, in one Fel-

low's words: "The chance to really work in am organization was invaluable.

(It) put academic information into perspective and allowed development of

a new set of competencies."

' Several mentors cited the "outsider's" perspective and recommendations

as valuable organizational benefits. Others felt that their organizations

had received benefits such as a training program designed for continued use-.

in the qrganization, or a program analysis and evaluation.' One mentor ex-

pressed a personal reaction in the comment: -"I have over the years been ex-

posed to many personnel management 'experts'; in contrast to those experi-

ences, the *weeks that I spent working with (the Fellow) were the most re-

freshing ones in a long time. I hope that what was begun in our analysis...

can proceed. We owe much to your intern and feel privileged to have been

able to ifork'with (the Fellow)."

There is something-about the "chemistry" of the Summer Institute - the"

'interaction of personalities and talents within a structured program - that

seems to work in achieving the objectives of all parties involved. We hope

to duplicate the quality of this summer's experience in future programs.
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COMMUNITY FELLOWS PROGRAM
Massachusetts Institute of Technology .

Hubie Jones

Program History

The Community Fellows Program began at MIT in September 1971 and was

underwritten by funding from the Rockefeller Foundation, the Mellon Founda-

tidn, and other private institutions. The Program was initiated by MIT in

response to a recommendation from Melvin King, then Executive Director of

the,Boston Urban League. For four academic years, ten or eleven minority

activists from communities throughout the United States have come to MIT

to engage in a year of reflection, study, and reseafch - utilizing the In-

stitute's resources to become equipped with new knowledge and skills. As

.a mid-career program, CFP was aimed at preparing Fellows for more effective

service upon return to their home organizations and communities or to gain

req.diness for the pursuit of other career opportunities, related to further

Service to Minority communities. Each year five of the Fellows have come':

from the Boston community; the remainder from cities throughout the U.S.

The Fellows' minority status has included: Black Americans, Chicanos, Puerto

Ricans, and Native Americans. Collectively, they represent activists with

a broad range of ideological and political positions; but all have been 'corn-

uitted to pursuing community development strategies to achieve viability

for minority communities in America.

The CFP provided each Fellow with a living stipend, moving expenses, if

necessary, tuition payment, and funds to assist in research activities re-

lated to a major community development project of their choosing. The Fel- -

lows were required to totally disengage themselves from the organizational

and community work in which they were involved prior to the onset of the

CFP. This requirement was designed to create a "cultural island" effect so

that Fellows would not be deflected from using the opportunities and re-
-

sourcesources available at MIT. A system of advisors and faculty mentors was de-

veloped in order pp give Fellows the emotional support and technical assis-

tance required to adapt to the MIT environment and achieve their growth

objectives for the year.
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Program Structure

*Programmatically, Fellows were required to work in a research project

that would be relevant to their continued work in minority communities.

At the conclusion of the academic year the work product was presented to

colleagues and invited guests for critique and recommendations as to how

to acquire resources needed to implement the project. Throughout the course

of the year, Fellows were advised by MIT faculty members and/or outside ex-
- .

pert; as they pursued their research efforts. Although there was no explic-

it requiremen.:- that Fellows take courses at *IT, there was an implicit

expectation that they do,so. In fact, most Fellows took at least two:,

.courses at MIT or Harvard the year.

All Fellows were requiredto attend a weekly seminar on "Issues and

Strategies of Community Development." This seminar was conducted by the

director and associate director of the Program and was designed to meet the

specific needs and interests of the Fellows. Guest speakers from the Insti-

tute and public and private organizations throughout the nation participated

in the seminars. The seminars provided an opportunity for Fellows to have

a consistent exchange of ideas, problems, concerns, and feelings,. On many

occasions, it provided Fellows with a vehicle for working on problems re-

lated to the operations of CFP.

In addition,, all Fellows participated& a week -tong orientation pro-d
held in August at Williams College. these sessions provided Fellows

with the opportunity to get to know each other, to learn about' resources

at MIT, to master departmental mechanid,'and to participate in seminars

with guest lecturers designed to surface their common interest& in problems.

of minority communVies.

During this four-year period,-the Program was under the directorship

of Professor Frank S. Jones, Ford Professor of Urban Planning, and Melvin

H. King, Institute Lecturer, Massachusetts State Legislator, and long-time

community leader in Boston's black community. Messrs. Jones and King took

CFP from a concept to a vital operational program that has had a powerful

impact on the lives of minority activists involved, and on the DUSP stu-

dents and faculty members who became engaged with the Program.
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'Program Evaluation

Every evaluative review of the Community Fellows Program, whether the

formal evaluation conducted during academic year 1972-73, the periodic in-

ternal staff reviews, or the informal feedback from Fellows over the four-

year period, reveals that the Program has been a powerful intervention into

the lives of the community activists involved. Most Fellows feel that the.

Program provides both a rich opportunity for personal growth and a wrenching
7

emotional challenge in terms of coping with the intellectual rigors and re-.

flective life of the academy.

On the opportunity side, the Program has provided the following:

1. Ten months of life-space for Fellows to assess past
experiences and achievements and to decide on and
prepare for future career options.

2. The opportunity to sift through broad ranges of re-
sources to learn how they can best be utilized to
the.benefit of minority communities.

3. The opportunity to produce a work product which can
be of substantial benefit to community organizations
and the focus for integrating past experience and
newly acquired knowledge and skills.

4. The opportunity to anchoropersonal growth needs and
career objectives in the moral and pragmatic impera-
tives of community development for minority communi-
ties. (This evolved out of tough intellectual and
emotional exchanges among the Fellows over the year,
brought into focus by seminars, collective work proj-
ects and social events.)

5. An opportunity to test theories and conceptual learn-
ings derived from the activist experience against the
intellectual rigors and resources, including students
and faculty, at the Institute.

On the challenge side, Fellows report the following:

1. For many Fellows entrance into the high-powered in-
tellectual environment of MIT initially produced a
"crisis of confidence" - as some doubts were raised
in their minds as to whether past experiences and
achievements and academic preparation were adequate
for functioning at MIT and utilizing its resources
for specified purposes. With the individual and group
support provided by the Program, most Fellows were
able to surmount the "crisis in confidence" period.
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2. -The Program requirement that. Fellows pull away .from
the active, crisis-oriented life of community work
posed an-adjustmenti.lof significant magnitude. A sus-,

tained Period of reflective activity requires a dif-
ferent set of coping dev ces; radically different from

C those essential to survival on the community battle
lines. A great many of hese coping devices are en-
meshed in activity/emoti al engagement in battle.
Therefore, the "non-acti p," reflective posture of
life at the Institute nec'ssitates the development of
different coping devices 'n order to take advantage of
the opportunities mentio ed above.- In short, most Fel-
lows, to some degree, h e had to fight against the pull
to get actively involve in community issues and battles.
During the first weeks of the Program, most Fellows ex-
perienced this intern struggle that drains away emo-
tional energies neede to pursue their work plans for the
year. Consequently, any Fellows report a feeling of
"floundering" during this period.

3. Most Fellows during the year were faced with the chal-
lenge of realizing they had a range of life options.
That is, they wer "freed" to consider that they had
control over how they used their past experiences,.knowl-
edge, and skills) to the benefit of themselves and mi-
nority communiti s. For a few Fellows this meant that
they came to re lize that they should move into a differ-
ent job situati n. For others, it meant that when they
returned to th it organizations they sihould operate in
very differen ways if the growth experience at MIT was
to be enhance0i and continually nourished to the benefit.
of the Fellow's and'their organizations: 'The psychologi-
cal adjustment required to face new options often chal-
lenged long held Views about the nature of commitment to
one's ethni,C group and one's home community.

4. To some extent, the Fellows were caught between the Pro-

i
gram's ov rriding emphasis on freedom to pursue intel-
lectual 1 velopment and professional growth needs and
the prapnatic need for their presence and involvement in
the Dep 'rtment of Urban Studies and Planning if mutual
benefit of interaction were to occur. To be sure, the
involv ment of Fellows in classes and on deuartmeLtal com-
mitte s ccntributed to some of the recent constructive
chang s in the Department of Urban Studies and Planning.
Howe er, a more substantial impact was undermined by phys-
ical separation and "soft" commitments by faculty to sup-
por the CFP in concrete ways.

Our evaluation indicates that most Fellows agree that the tensions gen-

erated by the d namics between the opportunities and the challenges are

22
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essential to growth and learning. 'They also agree that supportive mecha-

nisms in the Program are essential if Fellows are to utilize the opportuni-
,

ties available to the fullest possible extent. Over the course of the Pro-

gram a great deal has been learned about ways to pursue supportive inter-

vention without undermining the concept of the free agent. For instance,

we learned that more active supervisory guidance by CFP advisors and faculty

mentors is required during the first two months than the later months if the

"crises" encountered are to be successfully mastered. Making mandatory re-

quirements more explicit and contractual is also a learning process derived

from the four-year experience. However, it is still true that the free

agent aspect of the Program calls for constant review. The directors of

the Program have struggled with the complicated task of establishing a

balance between setting limited demands and expectations through explicit

requirements, on the one hand, and allowing freedom of opportunity and

action, on the other.

In addition, concerns were expressed by many Fellows about the,purpose

and objective of group experiences in the Program, such as the weekly Com-

munity Development Seminar attended by all Fellows. In essence, unclarity

remains about the collective and indiyidual responsibilities of each Fellow

for hid colleagues' performance and personal growth. This issue will also

be focused upon by the new director.

Through participation in courses, departmental committees, and research

projects, the Fellows brought a vital perspective and form of inquiry that

a infused issues of race, inequality, social justice, and program and policy

implementation into our educational program. The CFP provided DUSP students

with important role models in terms of contact with minority leaders who,

nave demonstrated commitment to and competence in dealing with critical de-

velopment problems in minority communities. Fellows provided many students

with a mirror against which to view their professional and personal commIt-

ments and career objectives. In addition, CFP brought prominent minority

scholars, governmental officials, and community leaders to the Institute

for lectures and informal scussions. The lectures enriched the educational

fare available because DUSP students gained,( 4eater access to resources and

career opportunities in the outside world through their contacts with
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Fellows. In fact, a number of our graduates are now working with former

Fellowsjatheir home,organizations. This kind of linkage is critical tb

the heolthy deve;oNnent of our professional degree program.

the success of the CFP must be measured by the personal
)

and. professional growth of the participants (as perceived by them) and

their work, achievements, and contributions to minorities since leaving

the-Programv(
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AMERICAN INDIAN

COMMUNITY COLLEGE ADMINISTRATIVE INTERNSHIP PROGRAM

Richard E. Wilson

There are very few Indian people on the faculties and in the adminis-

tration of community and junior colleges. Of the twelve hundred community

and junior colleges in 1974, only four had Indian presidents and three of

these were Indian colleges on Indian reservations. Even more surprising,

only one Indian vice president has been identified at community and junior

collages located off-reservation. This was the situation when AACJC and

The Rockefeller Foundation instituted the Community College Administrative

Internship Program for American Indians.

Why is this? Most often we were told that no one is qualified. Yet

we know that the field of public school teaching is one that Indians have

been directed to for many years. But, once established as public school

teachers, they have stayed teachers. Very few have been able to cross into

public school administration, and even fewer into college teaching and ad-

ministration.
r-

The last few years have seen a rise in Indian interest in,community

and junior colleges. These institutions have been recognized and accepted

as a means of furthering one's education without leaving one's family,

friends, and supportive environment.

A Need for Special programs

With this increase in interest, community and junior colleges have felt

an obligation to develop special programs to meet the needs of their Indilin

constituencies. Thus far, most of these efforts have been either "Native

American studies 'programs" or special counseling services. Indians have

been sought for these "Indian" positions. The ineptness revealed in these

efforts indicates all too clearly how little higher education institutions

know about Indian people. It also reveals that Indian people have been de-

prived of career opportunities and experiences in college administration.

It is critical to the Indian community - and to colleges - that Indian

people be afforded an opportunity to serve as presidents, deans, financial
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laid officers - all types of administrators - as well as faculty members,

Ind that they not be limited to Indian studies or minority counselor pro-

l' grams,rams, even though these are very important. It. is also important that they

h ve an opportunity to work in all types of community and junior colleges

an not just Indian controlled community colleges.

ram Structure

The American Association of Community and Junior Colleges is implement-

i g a program designed to provide the in-service training experiences that

e necessary to qualify American Indians for responsible administrative

tositions to which, historically, they have had'only minimal access.

The AACJC intern program places Indian interns as administrators in

community colleges for an entire academic year. Interns usually work di-

, rdetly with presidents (a common title is assistant to the president) part

of the time. The primary objective of this assignment is to gain exposure

to the daily responsibilities and pressures of the chief administrator of a

community college. Interns also work with other administrators on specific

assignments to learn about all pperations and functions performed by commu-

nity colleges. Interns are involved in curriculum development, personnel,

purchasing, public relations, budget preparation, "grantsmanship," student

affairs, and other activities performed at colleges. They become active and

contributing staff members at the action level and experience the challenges,

rewards, and frustrations of administration.

The interns are expected to subnit monthly reports to the vice president

for programs at AACJC, who is responsible for program monitoring. 7.ese re-

ports are shared among the interns to keep each other informed and .o share

ideas that could be tried by several of the interns.

On-site visits are made by the vice president for programs during the

0 program. The purpose of the visits is to review internship experiences and

opportunities most beneficial for that individual, and to visit with college

administrators who are working with each 'intern to ensure that they are

pleased with the intern's work, attitudes, and plans.1

Orientation

At the beginning of each internship year, the interns and their re-
,

spective administrative mentors are brought together in an orientation
I
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meeting to discuss the internship and make specifii plans for the intern-

ship year. Although there are brief presentations, it is an informal work-

shop and an opportunity to answer questions the interns and administrators

have about their responsibilities, benefits, and procedures to follow. It

also provides the time for each intern and his/her administrative mentor to

become acquainted and learn what each expects from the other. This can be

done much more effectively away from the campuses where routine 'cork and

crises demand immediate attention and allow only infrequent discussions.

American Indians interested in this internship program contact AACJC..

Interhs must have a baccalaureate degree and preference is given to people

with graduate degrees and teaching and administrative experience. Appli-

cants are people interested in college administration who state they want

to stay in community and junior college administration. A panel of Indian

educators selected by the American Associatioh of Community and Junior Col-

leges reviews the applications and awards the internships. The selection

committee is comprised of individuals knowledgeable about the internship. ,

program and community college education. The last selection committee in-

cluded two former interns and a vice president of a community college. The

former interns are now employed as administrators in community colleges.

Requirements

Listed below are the actual requirements for becoming a community col-
.

lege administratiVe intern.
r

1. Candidates must be American or Canadian Indians.

2. Candidates must be or have been working,in the junior/
community college field or submit evidence that this
is their career goal. .

1

3. Candidates must have at least a baccalaureate degree
and preferably a master's degree.

4. Candidates must supply five letters of recommendation.

5. Candidates must be available for interviews which will
deal with interests in higher education and the candi-
date's plans for future professional development.

6. Candidates must submit,a detailed resume providing in-
formation useful for the selection committee.

The Community College Administrative Internship Program is in its third

academic year. Each year seven interns have been selected. Fourt\ een have
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completed the internship and seven are interning. Of the fourteen interns

who have completed this program, ten are employed as administrators in com-

munity and junior colleges.

EValuatIon

The program has been evaluated continually. On the basis of these

evaluations, two issues have been evaluated repeatedly and, for the most

part, have been resolved. One of these is the amount of academic prepara-

tion needed by interns and the interrelating of academic work with the in-

ternship. Originally, graduate degrees were not viewed as experience sep-

arate from academic programs, such as doctoral programs. However, experi-

ence has shown that interns who, have earned master's degrees and who are

enrolled in doctoral programs have been more successful than other interns.

A few of the interns had not earned their Master's degrees. All of

those interns have experienced more difficulty as interns and as applicants

for administrative positions in community colleges.

Experience has also shown that interns enrolled in doctoral programs

who are obtaining sow: credit for the internship have had more satisfactory \

experiences and found it much easier to obtain administrative positions af-

ter the internship. Because of these experiences, the selection committee

was urged to give Preference to candidates who had earned master's degrees

and who are enrolled in doctoral programs.

Another issue was the placement of interns in Indian controlled and

operated colleges. Some Indians have insisted that interns should be en-

couraged to serve their internships in Indian colleges. In their minds a

major purpose of the program, perhaps the primary purpose, is to assist

Indian colleges. Other people have insisted that the interhs would benefit

more from working in typical community colleges that enroll sizeable numbers

of Indians. The latter view has been upheld and supported by almost all of

the interns. At the orientation meetings, it has become clear that interns

want to have internship experiences at typical colleges to enlarge their.ex-

periences and choices once they have completed the internship. From their

standpoint, they will always be considered for administrative positions in

Indian controlled community colleges, but they are not certain they will be

attractive candidates for other community colleges if their experiences are
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limited to Indian community-colleges. Although this issue will never be

fully resolved, the consensus of the program is to prepare Indians for com-

munity college administration and not provide support for Indian controlled

community colleges.

Although the internship program has been generally successful, it is

unfortunate that four of the interns are not presently employed by community

colleges. There are several reasons. For example, community colleges have'

not been enlarging their administrative staff the last few years. In fact,

financial limitations have required some community colleges to reduce the

number of administrators they employ. Secondly, the former interns who are

not in the community college field do not have graduate degrees which almost

all community colleges require for administrative positions. The third im-

portant reason is that the former Indian interns will only consider community

colleges that enroll large numbers of Indians. Although community colleges

enroll more Indian students than other colleges, the number of community col-

leges enrolling sizeable numbers of Indians is small.

One development that should make it easier for the interns to become'

community college administrators is the growing number ofIndian controlled

community colleges and the growing number of community colleges that are

actively recruiting Indians. It is anticipated that within a few years all

of the people who participated as interns will be employed ae community col-
.

lege administrators. This is a reasonable and likely development, and it

is the goal of the program.

C
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SOUTHERN, REGIONAL COUNCIL

LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

K. Z. Chavis

The Leadership Development Program (LDP) is a special project of the

Southern Regional Council funded by the Ford Foundation, which awards fel-

lowships to rural teachers, school administrators, and community workers to

help them upgrade themselves, their classrooms, their schools, and their

communities.

The awardee (who ig called an LDP Fellow) combines stuffy and experience

in his area of special concern at several different locationg in the United

States. Working with recognized authorities who serve as mentors and pro-

gram advisors, they acquaint themselves with established and experimental

programs and projects consistent with their interests. LDP is primarily e.

non-degree oriented program, focusing on informal study, internships, and

participation in rewarding activities.

A full year fellowship recipient is awarded a salary slipplement"p2us

funds budgeted individually for his proposed travel, study, lodging, and

miscellaneous expenditures. Additionally, short -term awards of one to six

months of study/internship are available to those for whom a'longer absence

would be impractical.

Any individual living in a rural or small community who is concerned

with upgrading the quality of education and/or improving the delivery of

.human. and social services may apply. Generally, the applicant should be

under 35, although excepticls are sometimes made. The applicaht should be

more interested in informal self-improvement than in obtaining an advanced

graduate degree.

The Identification of Hidden Talent

There are many individuals in the rural areas of the South who are un-

obtrusively struggling to improve their educational systems and communities.

Products, themselves, of isolation and inadequate services, they have de-

fined the many problems in education, health, housing, economics, and poli-

tics, but are frustrated in their efforts to find solutions.. Yet they are
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committed to trying, to remaining in their home communities, to searching

for effec
t
ive approaChes:to develop their homelands, and to bettering the

lives of their neighbors.and, more important, the lives of the next genera-

t-Ton.

The Leadership Development Program seeks to identify and develop this

,often hidden talent in the rural South. Begun in 1967 under the Fund for

the Advancement of Education, the Leadership Development Program has award-

ed
i

over 20q fellowships. Originally conceived to find and fund public ele-
%

mentary and secondary teachers in South Carolina, Georgia, Alabama, and Mis-

sissippi,/the Program has expanded its outreach to include individuals more

broadly involved in educational reform and community development, recognizing

the sign /ficant impact of the entire community system on educational efforts

and outl4ts.

The Program in 1974 became a special project of the Southern Regional

Council /and has expanded its geographical area to more closely coincide with

the organization's boundaries, and now includes Louisiana, Arkansas, Tennes-

see, Florida, North Carolina, Virginia, and the boot heel of Missouri.

Notivaltion and Education

Leadership Development Program efforts are based on the belief that the

most/valuable agents of change are those individuals who understand the in-

triacies, mdres, and norms of their particular system, and who have a vest-

ed /interest in improving that systeM because it is their home and the home

of:their children. The fellowship program is based on offering these indi-

viduals exposure and first-hand experience with organizations and individuals

throughout the country end, in some instances, throughout the world who are

involved in reform efforts. Thus, established leaders of innovation agree

to serve as mentors and welcome the LDP Fellow as an intern and apprentice

in their organizations. A typical Fellow would intern at five or six dif-

.ferent locations during his Fellowship year, gaining exposure to various

leadership styles, and different strategies and approaches to development,_
as eclectically he seeks to develop his own plan, program, and style, appro-

priate to his own personality and the needs al.d particularities of his home

community.
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While not designed as a degree-oriented program, a number of Fello

have profited also from course work and independent study at various iyer-

sities throughout the country. The Leadership Development Program is unique

in that there are no educational requirements for entry into the program.

Many- applicants have been deprived of early educational opportunities, vic-

tims of the tenant farm system and no compulsory school attendance laws, but

are self-educated through their experiences. One such LDP Fellow came into

the program with a sixth-grade education and returned to his community to

become the first black county commissioner ever elected in hi,s county. On

the other hand, another LDP Fellow was., able to complete his master's degree

at a leading school of educational administration while on the program, and

returned to his home community as a key administrator in the school system.

Working toward achieving nondiscrimination in the region, the Program's

selection criteria and process reflect that goal. While an emphasis has

been placed on recruiting individuals the age range of 25 to 35, many in-

dividuals older and younger have been selected. Men and women have been

selected in equal proportion throughout the seven years, as the program pio-

neered in recognizing the rights and outstanding leadership potential of

women. The color of one's skin has never been a deterrent to selection, as

the Program has sought to develop a coalition of black and white leadership

efforts, cognizant of the importance of unity in developing a truly new

South.

Selection

Selection has been based on that often elusive quality to define

"leadership potential." A panel of leading Southerners in their respective

fields, from university deans to grass roots community organizers, has served

as the selection committee, and each year has grappled with the difficult

decisions of selecting Fellows. Interviewed a total of five different times,

a candidate is queried regarding his past involvements and commitments, his

proposed program, and his vision, as efforts are made to select tomorrow's

future leaders. The rigor of selection has proven invaluable, as LDP Fel-

lows, often enticed by lucrative job offers outside the region, have re-

turned home at increasingly high rates. At this time, nine:,, -five percent

of those awarded fellowships are actively involved in reform efforts
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the region or are pursuing further education with plans to return. Working

at many different levels, former LDP Fellows can be found throughout the

South, quietly and effectively trying out their new skills and knowledge,

developing and implementing programs and plans to improve situations in the

rural areas.

In the business of developing new leadership in the South, the Leader-

ship Development Program, itself, has developed over the past seven years,

as it has successfully adjusted to changing strategies, priorities, and pro-

grams in the region. Each individual has been recognized as possessing a

unique set of needs, skills, hopes, and fears, as his Fellowship program was

developed and modified accordingly. As an adult education program, through

the utilization of staff input, information, and experience, individualized

programming and experience-baselearning have been proven to be viable ap-

proaches to developing leaders.,
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CENTER FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

ADVANCED MANAGEMENT PROGRAM FOR MINORITY EDUCATORS

Nathaniel Jackson

Although public education has made great strides toward achieving the

American dream of universal education, it has still fallen miserably short

of the fulfillment of the parallel dream of equal education. Simply, the

system has failed the racially, ethnically, and economically deprived 25

percent of the country's population. This failure is evident in the quality

of education that minority children receive and in the distressing lack of

minority men and women in.positions of top educational leadership. For ex-

ample, the minority student population in California is reaching 40 percent,

yet the number of minority superintendents is about one percent.

The Rockefeller Foundation is acknowledged as a leader in the search

for solutions to this problem, funding innovative projects in minority lead-

ership development in education throughout the country.

Objectives

The Advanced Management Program for Minority Educators, conducted by

the Center for Educational Leadership, is a Rockefeller Foundation program

seeking to accelerate the upward career mobility of minority teachers and

middle managers in California. It was funded in March 1975.

The program's objectives are to identify and recruit 50 to 60 minority

educational administrators with potential upward mobility, to prepare them

with modern management knowledge and skills through an intensive, graduate-

level seminar program over a one-year period, and to follow their upward

movement over an additional three-year period..

Candidates sought for the program are outstanding minority educators

possessing a master's or bachelor's degree from an accredited academic insti-

tution and having at least three years of technical, professional, or admin-

istrative experience in education.

Selection

Participants were recruited through personal contacts with educational

leaders throughout the state. Special recruitment attention was given to
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school districts showing the highest percentage of minority student popu-

lation. Efforts were also made to comply with the intent of Title IX and

Executive Order #4. Successful application to the prOgram required the

full recommendation and encouragement of the district superintendent, as

demonstrated by specific indications of how the candidate could be used to

fulfill district needs upon completion of training.

Sixty-four participants, representing thirty-nine California school

districts and eight county offices, were selected from more than 200 well-

qualified candidates. They included twenty male and seven female blacks,

eighteen male and eight female Spanish-surnamed Americans,, one male and

seven female Caucasians, one male and one female Asian-American, and one

female American Indian. Academic backgrounds included three doCtor's,

forty-six master's, and fifteen bacheloi-'s degrees. Ages ranged from.29
,

to 51, and length of service in Current 'positions varied from six months

to nine years. During the course of the training, two male and one female

black participants found it necessary to withdraw, and one female black re-

quested and was granted auditor status because of very heavy professional

and personal pressures.

The advanced management curriculum presented in the program integrated

the latest theory and research from the organization, behavioral, and policy

sciences. The material was organized into a series of twelve two-day, over-
o

night seminar sessions covering the following themes:

- Personal Renewal Old Professional Development of
Educators

- Policy Formation in Education
- Educational Phildsophy and Management Philosophy
- Behavioral Perspictives on Educational Management
- Sociology of Educational Organization
- Management Research Design and Methodology
- Participative Management Performance System for Education

- Organizational Research and Evaluation in Education
- Management of Organization Change in Education
- Inferential Statistics and Data Analysis
- Conflict Management in Education
- Politics of Educational Finance and Community Support

Center staff faculty, qualified with doctorates in the social sciences

and management, combine extensive teaching experience in universities and
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special education management seminars with broad practical experience in

managing and consulting for urban organizations. Guest faculty, highly

successful Practitioners of a variety of educational specialties, were dy-

namic additions to the seminar teaching design. Primarily minority in make-

up, they enabled participants to view career opportunities realistically

and to understhnd the qualities and abilities required to make promotional

steps.

600 Hours

Seminar sessions, consisted of a combinationsof lectures, discussions,

workshops, process time, and personal style testing. Assigned readings and

projects reauired about 600 hours of outside preparation by each participant

over the year's training period, and actual seminar contact hours numbered

about 240.

Participants were grouped into three seminar.. sections of about twenty

each, one in northern and two in southern California. The seminars over-

lapped, the first southern group running from June 1975 through May 1976

and the northern group and second southern group running simultaneously

from October 1975 through September 1976. One seminar session was held

each mo:'h for each group, a meeting format which allowed participants to

Carry on as full-time education employees.

Student evaluations were based upon seminar participation, academic

examinations, and the completion of practicum assignments and an applied

management project to demonstrate ability to apply the knowledge and skills

acquired in the seminar. Participants who fulfilled these requirements re-

ceived a certificate attesting to their skills as management specialists.

Reviews

General and specific reaction by participants, superintendents, and

outside reviewers has been very positive. Eleven participants, or 20 pc -

cent, have already experienced upward movement, one to a superintendency

and most of the others to principalships. They candidly credit the pro-

gram - the knowledge and tools they gained from it - for helping them inter-

view positively for positions of greater leadership and for aiding thei in

the sure handling of their increased responsibilities. Superintendents
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havecommented that althoagh they had nominated people who had considerable

possibilities, they had seen development beyond their estimates and were

genuinely able to suggest promotive action for them.

Several types of evaluation are being used to judge the success of the

program: formative, -summative, and longitudinal. Formative evaluation as-

sessed participants' reactions to content usefulness and presentation ef-

fectiveness fdr each seminar topic. =Instructors at each seminar session

were alsd evaluated by the participants as part of the formative evaluation.

Evaluation employiAg a before-after design to measure changes in behavior

and skill development of each participant will indicate the degree to wl-lich

participants have utilized the' management knowledge and tools they acquired

during the program. Finally, the longititdinal evaluation will track the

career advancement of participants for a three-year period, identifying

those factors that contribute to their upward mobility.
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NATIONAL ASPIRA FELLOWSHIP PROGRAM

John Figueroa

Program Objectives

A The Fellowship Program is designed to meet the training needs of men
5..^4

+it

.and women who want to make educational policy in the United States more

responsive to the particular needs of the Puerto Rican Cenununity. There

.is4oresently a critical shortage of competent leaders in educatioflal policy

with reference to the Puerto Rican community. The overall goal of the pro-

/

/gram is, to help alleviate this situation and to accelerate the development

/ of a cadre of competent and responsible leaders in education for the Puerto

Rican community. Participants meet thiS goal through a specialized approach

that combines meaningful on-the-job and academic experience.

Program Design

ThO'ellowship year consists of three phases:

First Summer Session - six weeks
\Field Assignment/Independent Study°- nine months
\Second Slimmer Session - six weeks

Academic Component

All Fellows are candidates for the Master of Science degree in Urban

Education from Fordham University. Degree requirements are met through

summer session courses and independent study courses during the field as-

signment period.

Field Assignment Component

All Fellows serve as full-time assistants to top level personnel in

key'educational policymaking agencies for a nine-month period.

Scope of Placement

Throughout the United States and Puerto Rico. In 19(5-76, three Fel-
.

lows were placed in Washington, D.C., two
(.0

necticut.

n California, and one in Con-

Sponsors/Mentors

Top level executives in educational p licymaking agencies ranging

from the United States Office of Education (HEW) to State Departments of
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1

Education and key administrators hared with the formulation and imple-

mentation of educational policy w th reference to the Puerto iiican and

c

Hispanic community.

Scope of Recruitment

Throughout the United States and in Puerto Rico.

Recruitment Strategies

Announcements in metropolitan dailies with large Hispanic readerships,

general media press releases, publications of the National Center for Public
I

Service Internshi s, The Chronicle Of Higher Education, Aspi,ra affiliates '

1

\

and the network curi.ent and formr Fellows and mentors.

Screeni and Sel ction
i

Application
I

Ateri1als must be re uested by individuals
\I

seeking admis-

sion to the Fello ship Program. All mpleted applications are screened
i .

by a selection committee. Applicants
feting

standards are invited for an

interview. Interviews are required of a 1 semi-fin ists nominated to a

national panel. Finalists are notified of selection as a Fellow upon final

approval by the\ oard of directors.

Admission Requir ments]
. \

4! e: no sI4cific age requirement
E ucation: bachelor's degree minimum
Oc upation: two-year work experience minimum, pref rably

1 in an administrative capacity
Add4tional criteria: U.S. citizen with demonstrated capacity

. and desire to become an educational pol-
icymaker with reference tc the Puerto
Rican community

Candidate must have demonstrated communication skills in the
dominant language of the educational policymaking agency

emuneration/gMpend

Fellows'OEilaries are matched at the rate of previous employment up,

to a ceiling of $15,000. Fringe benefits, summer stipends, and master's
1 0 Il

1

egree costs ar paid by Aspira from grant fl,Inds. ,

.

)

bli;ti°1- islCompletion

/
As a result of -the Fellowship experience, all Fellows will be better '

-- .
I

)'. . .

equipped to male educational policy more responsilie to the unique needs of

I

..,
I

I
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thefterto Rican community. During the Fellowship ye r itself, the Fellows

are in a tremendous, position to impact on and contrib te to the overall

advancement and betterment of the Puerto Rican community.

Placement after Graduation

While the Fellowship canno and will not assume responsibility for the

post-Fellowship placement of's. ellow, every effort ill be made to assist

the graduates of.the program in finding suitable emp oyment in light of

their Fellowship experience. I the third and fourt cycles of the program,

we proposed to establish a plac ment component to al the Fellow and bring

available opportunities to the attention of graduate of the program.

Program Evaluation

I

j

Feedback is secured in a number of ways: mont y reports from the Fel-

lows, reports from the mentors, on-site visits, que tionnaires, and on-going

seminars throughout the FelloWship year. We propos d to establish an evalu-

I ation component that will employ a consultant to de ign and implement a for -

I\ mal monitoring and reporting process. The consult nt with the program di-

\ \ rector will then trertake a thorough evaluation o the program's impact

\\ \ and effectivenessat, the conclUsion of each cycle d the firiings will be

used as the basis for on-going planning for future cycles to make the pro-

gram more responsive and effective. The ultimate objective of the evalua-

tion component will be to ascertain and implement ways whtreby the program

Can accelerate and nurture the participant's gro h and acquisition of

skills and experience requisite for policymakers esiring to serve the

Puerto Rican community.

Program Expansion

Based o the success or the National Fellows in\Education and Legisla-

tionithus fa , we are now activelY exploring ways to supplement current

resources and to attract additional funding to enable 'ignificant expansion

oftieprogran in years to (come. The current program w 11 serve as the

model for fthure a !Cor spinoffs in this direction.

Alumni Association

Already some of the graduates are eager to organize an Aspira Fellows

Alumni AssOciation. They seek to parUeipate in the selection of future
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Fellows and share in the orientation of those selected. There will be

thus created a significant network which will be reinforced with each new

class. The self - selected leadership of these alumni will become key con-
.

tact persons in the future market for knowledgeable educational policy-
/

makers. They will also become a ready resource `'or Aspire, and the Hispanic

community.
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CONSORTIUM FOR EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP

Columbus Salley

Background

The Consortium for Educational Leadership (CEL) is a cooperative seven-

uninrsity effort to recruit, select, train, place, and support educational

leaders. High priority is given to individuals from formerly excluded mi-

nority groups. As a result, CEL is comp.rised of a rich human mixture of

women and men, blacks, whites, Chicanos, Puerto Ricans, and Asian Americans

of broad social vision. Graduates of CEL training programs assume key ad-
.

ministrative positions in a variety of public and private institutions, as

principals, superintendents, community training leaders, university profes-

sors, state department officials, and the like.

The Consortium was incorporated: as a not-for-profit corporation in the

state of Illinois on May 24, 1973: Its membership includes Atlanta Univer-

sity, the University of Chicago, Claremont Graduate School, Columbia Univer-

sity (Teachers College), the University of Massachusetts, Ohio State Univer-

sity, and the University of Pennsylvania.

Financial support4for the initial work of the Consortium has been pro-

vided oy a grant from the Ford Foundation.

The value positions of CEL remain firm. First, while the organization

has reflected wide diversity in terms of its student and faculty partici-

pants, the primary commitment of CEL is to individuals formerly excluded

from the study and practice of educational. leadership and administration.

By "excluded" we mean women of all races and ethnic minority groups, men

who are black, Chicano, Puerto Rican, Asian American, American Indian, and

white men who have been excluded by the educational establishment because

they held values and implemented ideas that were threatening to the status

quo. This commitment extends to those who have entered the ranks of CEL to

become sensitized to the issues of exclusion or who participate in CEL be-

cause of prior commitments to confront exclusion policies and behavior.

Second, the idea of inter-university collaboration lies at the heart

of CEL. Its programs strive to accomplish through collective action what

might be less possible or feasible for a single university.
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Working from these valve premises, CEL has focused on the four major

goals established at its inception:

- Development of improved training programs for educa-
tional administrators and leaders;

- Examination of the relationship of those programs to
the field $.f practice;

- Assistance to agencies and persons who seek the ser-
vices of CEL graduates; and

- Implementation of research which generates new knowl-
edge related to leadership training and practice, par-
ticularly in terms of members of formerly excluded, groups.

Recruitment, Selection, and Training

The particular educational program of CEL member institutions is the

province of each university faculty. Although distinct differences among

the graduate programs of the CEL institutions exist, a perspective of the

educational leader is shared: a leader is one who can maximize the use of

resources, stay close to the community, work directly with those who are

being served, and, with them, define problems, articulate them, and muster

collective will and resources,to solve them.

Although 80 Fellows have completed graduate programs on the seven CEL

campuses, it is only during the present period that serious attention has

been given to scrutiny of tine diversity and quality of those experiences.

A CEL Career Patterns Study has been completed and this research provides

a strong data base for an understanding of how CEL Fellows were recruited

and trained and how
t

their careers have ensued following graduation. During

the next six months CEL will conduct a self-study wnich will document the

successes and failures of its training effort and will examine the relevance

of on-campus training for fts graduates.

More specifically, what attitudes and needs did CEL Fellows bring with

them that were in basic opposition to the standard university setting?

What assumptions did the universities and their faculties make about their

new clients, i.e., what they could learn easily and what would pose more

difficulty? What specific barriers did the universities and students iden-

tify that needed to be overcome? What was done to break down these bar-

riers? How was information regarding such efforts shared? Vhat did this

mean in terms of success or failure for individual students?
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It is assumed that this work -Jill be important not only for CEL uni-

versities, but also for other institutions that share CEL's values, in full

or in part.

Placement and Support

In its early days, prior to the establishment of the Chicago office,

CEL used traditional placement procedures available through professors and

placement officers on each campus. Many jobs were secured, but in too many

other instances CEL alumni /.alumnae were unable to obtain work, or were ac-

cepting jobs not commensurate with training and experience, or were dissat-

isfied with their range of options in the job-locating plocess.

During the past two years, ue have endeavored to supplement campus

placement services by working directly with CEL Fellows, graduates, hiring

agencies, and institutions. More specifically, information about CEL Fel-

lows and alumni/alumna-) (including resumes) was collected and circulated

nationally, data regarding current positions of CEL graduates were collected

to sharpen the focus of staff efforts, and dialogue was accelerated with

local school districts, state departments of education, private organiza-

tions, and key groups such as the Council of the Great City Schools.

In 1973-76, we worked directly with 145 CEL Fellows and alumni/alumnae

who requested assistance. Specific leads were developed in almost every

case. Counseling on the process of job seeking was provided to many indi-

viduals.

We are pleased with this beginning but not satisfied. We must initiate

more inquiries for individuals who are looking for work in unusual corners

of the establishment, an need to develop a system that can work in part

without our intervention. In that light we are intensifying our cooperation

with similar job information systems, such as" he UCEA CORPS program, with

the Council of the Great City Schools, and with a network of CEL alumni/

alumnae in the various regions of the nation.

The first phase of a CEL national principalship study has been com-

pleted. The study is tasically'a.n occupational analysis of the school prin-

cipalship. It speaks to the important interface between the work of prin-

cipals and some of the nitty-gritty or day-to-day variables that affect or

influence their work. This study is extremely important to us since a
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recent analysis of the jobs CEL graduates hold indicates that 45 are pres-

ently functioning either as assistant principals or principals. Knowledge

gained about what principals actually do and inferences about what they

ought to do will help us revise training programs that are, given the back-

ground.of our clients, preparing more people for principalship than for

initial entry into school systems as superintendents and top echelon ad-

ministrators.

In conclusion, CEL has made some strides toward meeting its goals-of

improving the quality of training programs for educational leaders, facili-

tating an exchange between the several university pro m s and the field of

practice, bringing together CEL graduates and the various hiring agencies,

and implementing research that will extend the knowledge base of leadership

training and practice. We will continue to work toward these goals, always

keeping in mind our value premises - inter-university collaboration and a

commitment to individuals formerly excludedfrom the study and practice of

educational administration.
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WORK-EDUCATION CONSORTIUM PROJECT

Richard Ungerer

110,

The National Manpower Institute, a private, non-profit institution,

is under contract with the Department of Labor to assist in the establish-

ment of a network of communities in which a variety of cooperative methods

of assisting youth's transition from school to work are developing.

A> This Work-Education Consortium Project is a two-year joint public/pri-

vate initiative. It is an outgrowth of President Ford's commitment to seek

"new ways to bring the world of work and the institutions of education

closer together," and of the policy recommendation, contained in The Bound-

less Resource: A Prospectus for an Education-Working Policy by Willard

Wirtz and the National Manpower Institute, that community education-work

councils be established at the local. level to be concerned with youth's

transition from school to work.

Under the contract the Institute has three broad responsibilities:

first, to assist the Federal Interagency Committee in i'entifying a limited

number of promising local community efforts that will form a Work-Education

Consortium; second, to assist consortium communities in developing and im-

plementing their plans; and third, to develop and maintain an Information
pcchange Service on community education-work initiatives.

Identifying Communities for the Work-Education Consortium

The Institute is actively engaged in seeking information on efforts

around the nation which rely on cooperative processes, at the local_level,

to bring the worlds of work and education closer together for the develop-

ment ant,:benefit of young people. NMI will be contacting and seeking ad-

vice and cooperation from national associations, state agencies, federal

agencies, and other interested organizations for recommendations of com-

munities which might be interested in the project. The project has re-

ceived-wide visibility in the media and NMI is responding to requests for

information which come directly -from interested communities. Based on an

analysis of the information received frbm communities and on site visits to

a number of communities, NMI will present information on the most promising

+6
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community initiatives to a federal interagency steering committee on work

and education which will select a number of communities for participation

in a work-education consortium. The consortium will provide access to tech-

nical assistance, will provide these communities with a unique network re-

lationship with each other, as well as a special relationship with the

federal government and with the National Manpower Institute. In addition,

it will provide visibility to promising community efforts.

Selection of Consortium Communities - Information Requested

Over the next several months, the National Manpower Institute will be

gathering information on local education-work initiatives, as well as basic

information on the communities in which these developments are occurring.

This information will be used for two purposes: (1) to collect the infor-

mation needed to make recommendations to the federal government fol commu-

nity participation in the Work-Education Consortium, and (2) to establish

and maintain the work-education Information Exchange Service.

Any community interested in being considered for participation in the

Work -- Education Consortium should submit the following information on cur-

rent or prospective local programs:

1: Current membership and/or affiliation !individuals,
organizations, etc.)

2. Stage of defelopment of current or proposed program
3. Principal goals, objectives, activities, including

involvement with other organizations
4. Principal areas of program focus
5. Funding and support sources
C. Available historical reports and evaluations
7. Copies of basic documents (prospectus, rationale,

charter, by-laws, etc.)

In addition, any information on the community.in general (such as

demographic data) would be useful, as well as information on other local

efforts which seek to address youth transition problems, particularly in

the following areas:

1. Integration of work experience opportunities with class-
room education, including private employment and commu-
nity service. Examples might include cooperative educa-
tion programs as well as projects sponsored by NAP, the
Chamber of Commerce, CETA youth programs, WECEP, etc.
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2. Curriculum development, including efforts such as co-
operative business-education design of career compo-
nents, the Experience-Based Career Education Program,
etc.'

3 Guidance and counseling assistance, such as use of
multi-mdia materials, peer group procedures, non-
professional volunteer counseling.

4. Placement assistance, such as job banks, occupational
information systems, and in-school placement centers.

5. Career information, including identification of man-
power needs and projections on the local level.

6. Exposure of counselors and teachers to the "world of
work," through programs such as the exchange of busi-
ness and school personnel, summer employment in local
industry, etc.

7. Reduction of barriers between educaty: and work ex-
perience, including administrativE arrangements, such
as year-round school, flexible modular scheduling, ex-
ternal degree options,'easing of child labor restric-
tions, school attendance, etc.

8. Civic and'special associations that are involved with
youth and the nature of their involvement, including
such grouts as the National Alliance of Businessmen,
chamberE; of commerce, the American Personnel and Guidance
Association, teachers' organizations, local labor coun-
cils, the-United Way, YWCA, YMCA, senior citizen groups,
religi.xis organizations, community centers, etc.

9. Local studies and surve's relatin to communit outh,

such as felt need surveys, manpower studies, listings
of available training and educational opportunities, etc.

Finally, it would be helpful if information (or an assessment) on the

potential of the current or prospective program in the community could be

provided in the following terms:

1. Level of commitment of participating institutions
2. iegree of time/effort/resour:es likely to be de-

',oted to the project

3. Strengths and weaknesses/gaps in current or pro-

spective program
4. Role that the National Manpower Institute and the

Federal Interagency Steering Committee could play
in assisting local programs.

The specifics listed above are intended as a guideline for sending in-

formation to the NMI. Communities should feel free to respond, however,

with regard to the nature, staFe of development, and range of activities

of local programs in whatever written format they desire.
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Although there is no formal deadline for receipt of information, com-

munities are encouraged to respond as soon as possible, hopefully within

the next several weeks. Assembling the information outlined above will be

a time-consuming effort; however, time constraints require the National

Manpower Institute to begin a more in-depth analysis of those communities

from which the most promising responses have been received, as the first

step in the comprehensive selection process. If it is impossible to pro-

vide all of the information in the next several weeks, communities should

send, at a minimum, a letter outlining the nature and extent of their in-

terest, an outline of their current activities, any materials readily avail-

able, and a date when the remaining information can be expected.

Information Exchange Serviceon Work-Education Initiatives

The Institute will establish an Information Exchange Service which

wi- ll work to provide communication among participating Consortium commuri-

ties. The information exchange will also serve a broader audience by act-

ing as a source of information to other communities on developments within

the Consortium as well as by serving as a clearinghouse for information

on developing community education-work initiatives beyond, the Consortium.

The Institute will serve as a resource center,provitling technical

assistance to participating communities. In addition, NMI will serve as

the link between the Work-Education Consortium and the Federal Interagency

Steering Committee on. Work and Education, endeavoring to develop the

strengths of a consortin relationship. NMI also will act as a link be-

tween the Consortium and other interested communities.

The National Manpower Institute weld rimes for use by the Information

Exchange Service any. information on initiatives which encourage cooperation.

among educators, employers, labor unions, service agencies, and other com-

munity organizations aimed at assisting youth in the transition to the

world of work.



THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION'S PROGRAM FOR TRAINING MINORITY-GROUP

SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS AT, THE SUPERINTENDENT LEVEL

Bruce E. Williams

In 1970 The Rockefeller Foundation concluded that the slow pace of the

promotion of minority- group educators in all-but a few cities was trouble-

some, and if it were not accelerated, many years would pass before a cadre

of well-trained, minority-group administrators would be available to assume

roles of leadership at the top echelon of school systems in cities through-

out the United States.' The training provided for advanced edudation degree

programs in colleges ani universities has often proved inadequate to pro -
\

vide the type of in-service training needed to prepare educa, 3 to faCe

the problems of the inner city. Moreover, the parochialism of many minor-

ity -group administrators, which has prevented them from viewing the broader

\ picture, has also hindered them from obtaining maximum job flexibility and

\advancement

The Rockefeller Foundation is now in its seventh year of a program de-

signed to provide the type of in-service training necessary for qualified

and experienced minority-group administrators to advance to positions of

'majpr<responsibility to which, historically, they have had only minimal

access.

Program Design

An administrative fellow spends one semester in each of two cities

under the direct supervision of some of the nation's foremost superinten-

dents. The fellows are involved in decentralization, bond referendums and

-millage campaigns, PPBS, court litigations, budget preparation, training,

open and closed board meetings, cabinet meetings, curriculum, personnel,

purchasing, public relations, and the whole range of activities which make

up the superintendent's world. They become part of the superintendency at

the action level and absorb both the challenges and frustrations of operat-

ing a modern urban school district.

In addition to the availability of each superintendent, and his or her

top staff, the prorram is also servicerl by two out:;tandinr administrators
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who serve hs consultants to the Program: Dr. Bernard C. Watson, forterly

Deputy Superintendent of Schools, Philadelphia, now Vice President for Aca-

demic Services at Temple University, and Dr. J. L. Jones, Deputy Superinten-

dent of Schools, Dade County Public School System. The overall supervision

of the Program is directed by Dr. Bruce E. Williams, Assistant Director for

Social Sciences at The Rockefeller Foundation.

During the school year the two Foundation consultants monitor the Pro-

gram and visit the fellows peribdically to help them assess their program;

In addition, the fellows have an opportunity to attend three meetings as a

group: an orienta.ion meeting for the new fellows in June of each year,

which includes fellows from the outgoing group, participating superinten-

dents, and consultants; amid -year meeting just prior to the fellows' change

of assignment, for discussion of their programs apd common or individual

problems; and a meeting in June of the following year, with the newly ap-

pointed fellows, the participating superintendents, and consultants, to re-
,

view their year's -experience. Three days of the June meeting, which is held

in Washington, D.C., are devoted to discussion sessions for program partici-

pants, including the consultants, superintendents, and outside speakers;

a fourth day is spent, usually at the invitation of the Commissioner of

Education, at the U.S. Office, of Education for a briefing session by the

Commissioner and his senior. staff.

Selection

Since the first year of the program 62 administrators have completed

internships. Any young, experienced, and qualified minority-group school

administrator may apply. Candidates must hold a master's degree in e'luca-

tional administration and administrative credentials, and have experience

as a line administrator (principal or supervisor, director of programs, or

assistant superintendent). Administrators interested in applying should

send a letter of application to Dr. Bruce F. Williams, Superintendents'

Training Program, The Rockefeller Foundation, 1133 Avenue of the Americas,

New York, New York 10036. This letter should include the applicant's resume

and the names of five persons (two of whom should be immediate supervisors)

who can speak to the administrator's experiende, qualifications, and Poten-

tial for becoming a top echelon administrator. The deadline for receiving
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applications i February for the following school year. Superintendents

may also nominat candidates from their school system.

Each applica ion is reviewed by a screening committee.' Those appli-

cants whose qualifications, experience, and recommendations show potential

for becoming high-level administrators are interviewed by one or two dif-

ferent Foundation representatives who are themselves top administrators.

In early April, the Selection Panel, which is composed of superintendents,

program consultants, and FoUndation staff,,,meet to make the final selection

of candidates. ..Each candidate is then notified of hiS or her status. Those

who are selected must arrange for a leave of absence and list their choice

of cities immediately after notification.

The total costs, of the Program are met by the Foundation grant. The

grant includes a ten-month salary, fringe benefits, relocation expenses, and

a cost of living allowance (each administrator is free to determine whether

or not to move his or her family). The school system must accept the re-
,

sponsibilitk for administering the grant and is held accountable for the

expenditures.

Report Card

The immediate objective of the Progranris to prepare experienced admin-

istrators for high-level duties in the nation's school systems. A survey

done in 1974 showed that the twenty-nine administrators who had gone through

the Foundation's program were working around the country in positions of

leadership and responsibility - as superintendents, as deputy, associate, or

assistant superintendents, or as educational program directors, area assis-

tants, and regional superintendents. At that point, the only question we

could answer was, How well have the fellows done? The yardstick chos-ft was:,

dollar increase in budgets they administer, increase in the number of people

they supervise, and increase in the number cf\ students for whom they were

responsible.

Some of the results were:

- Fifteen fellows were in new positions where they administered
budgets larger than those they were responsible for prior to
participation in the Program. Budgets administered ranred from
a low of $8,000 to a high of $218 million. The averare gain
was $20.2 million.
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- Thirteen fellows were responsible for larger professional
staffs. The low among the group was four and the high was
1,418, with an average gain of 297.

- Sixteen fellows were responsible for larger student bodies:
the low, 150, the high 163,000, with an average gain of
23,474.

Comment

The year of training\nder the internship program is planned to be an

intensive and wide-ranging experience. The fellow's involvement in the ur-
ti

ban school systems to w hich he is assigned is extensive, and reports re-

ceived by Foundation officers from former fellows indicate that the exl.::ri-

ence d knowledge acquited "on the firing line" cannot be duplicated.

While 1 arning the mechanics of administration, the fellows are also able

to obse ve the political realities and ramifications of school problems and

the anxieties and frustrations of a present-day urban school system .super-

intendent.

Information received from the school systems to which the fellows have

returned, or which they have joined, suggests that the application of their

newly acquired skilts is already having visible impact. The program con-

tinues to receive high praise from ieading educators and professional orga-

nizations throughout the nation.
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RECRUITMENT AND SELECTIO\

Don Peddie of the Bush Foundation Leadership llows Program described

his program which began in 1965 with four fellows offering fellowships for

individuals interested in the management-training route Education, busi-

ness, and public service are the Bush Foundation's main interests, but they

have fellows from a diversity of fields.

Ii. 1973 the Bush Summer Fellows Program was added to its regular pro-
f

gram because of the difficulty for many fellows of being away from their

jobs for extended periods of time. According to Peddie, one employer com-
!

mented, "Young man, if I found someone around here that I could do without

for three or four months, I'd-realize I never needed him in the first place."

The geographic area of inteest of the-Bush Foundation in its earlier

years was exclusively Minnesota,but in recert years it has expanded to be-

come truly a regional program, covering Minnesota, North and South Dakota,

and parts of northern and western Wisconsin.

The Bush awards provide about Go to 70 percent of what the fellow was

making on the job - an average winner makes a salary of about $8,000 to

$10,000 more than his or her stipend. The major recruiting technique is

the use of newspaper ads, but fellowship officers also travel around the

four states, hLding meetings with community groups, chambers of commerce,

and others. Bush alumni are encouraged to recommend candidates, as well as

personnel officers and top executives in major organizations and education-

al instituticns.

The program also has a brochure, a bi-monthly newsletter, and a low-

budget slide presentation (costing about $500, with about 70 or 80 slides

and voice coordination). Besides these massive "broadside" approaches, said

Peddie, they also use a "rifle-shot" approach, making a special effort to

make the program krown to Minorities, trade-union members, and women in

business.

The program does not actually send out applications, but "we make sure

the message is clear: 'We've heard of you.'" The application form is com-

plicated - "on purpose, to screen out those who are not really interested."
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The Bush program favors the generalist over the specialist. Selection

is a rigorous process. Evev application is read personally, and aboute,...

third'are sent on to interviewers (who are Bush alumni or business leaders

in the area). A third,itep is to send the applications to alocal firm of

consulting psychologists, who develop a detailed personal history and work

history. This is followed by a small amount of psychological testing.

After all this preliminary work is done, and a pool of *lout fifty

people is developed, a "final selection seminar" is held. Each candidate

is interviewed by a pair of judges, one of whom is always an industrial

psychologist. Through this process the group is narrowed down to t'le 25

who receive awards.

When the Educational Policy Fellowship Program of the Institute for 7

Educational Leadership first began in the 1974-75 school year, said Paul

Schindler, it had 26 fellows and was called the Washington Inte'rnship in

Education Program. It now has over a hundred fellows and "a change in deo

mography," Schindler says (i.e., recruitment is no longer exclusively from

the Washington, D.C. area), so its name has been changed. The EPFP finds

sponsors for fellows for one-year period. Sponsors pay the mid-career

salary (a range of about $14,000 to $30,000) and involve,the fellow ip a

variety of learning activities designed to help him better understand edu-

cational policymaking. The program has gotten away from graduate students

and early career people. The average age has'gone from 30 to 34.

At the end of the internship year, each fellow writes an analytical

study of what he did that year. The program uses a clinical psychologist,

but his testing is done after selection and for the sake of the fellow

rather than as an aid to selection. The EPFP currently has twelve sponsor-

ing sites, of which five are small sites. A full site has up to fifteen

fellows, with a coordinator.

In 1973 the program director first designated 35 fellows as Washington

Interns, and then went to various organizations and asked them to select

interns from that group. As it happened only 25 of the fellows were placed.

To avoid this the program now chooses semi-finalists only - thd final
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choices are made by the sponsoring agency. For example, if a deputy assis-

tant secretary or any other sponsor is going,to work closely with a fellow,

it is felt that he should choose that person. A fellow cannot be placed

officially until the agency has actually gotten authorization to pay his

salary. With government agencies this happens in June, July, and August.

The EPFP recruits by sending a press release to educational profession-

al organizations and to newspapers. The program receives about 500 appli-

cations outs of about 2,500 sent out. No interviews are held in the field;

the process operates exclusively from the application form. Every evaluator

reads the applications without knowing the comments of the other evaluators.

In the past, when there has been doubt, the persOh has movea on to the semi-
,

finals, but staff officers are reconsidering this policy on the grounds

that it creates too large a pool.

Last year (1976) 200 semi-finalists were selected. These were then

distributed (one each) to approximately 200 sponsors, who chose one appli-

cant for each slot. There are no comparative interviews - a sponsor cannot

shop around. He must reject one applicant before he is given the descrip-

tiqp of another.

The final speaker, Barbara Jackson, Director of the Doctoral Program

in Educational Administration, Atlanta University, pointed out that Atlanta

University "is totally a graduate school with about 1,300 students." Fur-

ther, until Texas Southern b. cf.n its graduate program, AU was one of only

two black institutions in the country offering graduate degrees, the other

being Howard University.

The focus of the AU program is on the school superintendency, particu-

larly'the urbaa superintendency. The recruitment procedure at AU reflects

that focus. Dr. Jackson feels that if they are going"to train someone for

the public school bureaucracy they need someone with public school experi-

ence. "As director of the program," she stated, "I, have argued against

artificial barriers such as grade-point averages." She pointed out that

it's important to ask for test'scores and to look at Graduate Record Exami-

nation scores and undergraduate transcripts, but she hoped that These
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records would be used "imaginatively." The AU program gives a lot of im-

portance to the candidate's interview. Because they are training students

for careers in public life, they are interested in the way they handle them-

selves with individuals and in a group.

Last year 25 candidates came to Atlanta at their own, expense and were

interviewed - one at a time - by a group of adminkstratorsand teachers.

This procedure puts tie applicant under tremendous pressure, but according

to Dr. Jacksoi, "If they are going to be superintendents they will be work-

ing constantly in groups, and it's important to know how they will handle

themselves as well as how they answer questions."

Recruitment for the' AU program is ,by word-of-mouth fOr the most part;

there are, however, several publications describing the program.

Discussion

Questions on all three presentations were held until the discussion.

The first of the questions way directed to Don Peddie of the Bush Fellowship

Program and centered around t1-3 psychological testing activities that were

used in connection with the selection process. Peddie stressed in his an-

swer that test results Were not known to the final selectors.

"Why do you give it then?" asked one gf the participants. Peddie re-

plied that "it's a small part of the evidence that is available when we nar-

row down competition. For instance, a high-level administrator often wants

to get a Ph.D. degree and the test helps determine if that person has a

fighting chance." The major-test that is used is the Watvn-Clazer Test of

Critical Thinking; the California Personality Inventory is also used.

Nate Jackson asked about the objectives of the Bush Program. "We are

lodking for mid-career, emerging leaders who are in middle-.management posi-

tions," Peddie replied. "The goal is to train then for top leadership."

In response to a question about minority participation in the program,

Peddie replied, "We have a one percent minority population in our area and

about 13 to 14 percent of our awards go to minorities." The selection panel

fot the Bush Program consists of eight or nine people: one black male,

three women, and the remainder are white males.

Columbus Salley then warned of the realities of exclusion. "The

psychological test," he reminded the group, "is biased against minorities.
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By definition a leader is one who will alter the existing reality, and

therefore should do b. .ly on tests which tend to choose people who perpet-

uate the existing reality." Hubie Jones mentioned "the trap of trying to

be rigorous - of assuring ourselves that we've scanned all the turf." We

may, he said, be "applying procedures which may not be relevant."

"But there is the problem," commented Ann Morrison, "of rigorous versus

whimsical. You have to use some criteria. Whatever they are, some things
.

are being used for selection. Psychological tests, good or bad, are at

least standardized." To which.Nate Jackson replied that he "would rather

standardize biases than standardize tests."

Mario Anglada suggested that the group was too linear in its definition

of leader. He pointed out that "we could learn from anthropologists about

various kinds of leaders in a community - for instance, some are charismatl-

ic, some are not. Some have wisdom, some do not."
4.1

The discussion then shifted to education, with a comment by one of the

participants that "...women might be the most excluded group in the top

levels of American education." He went on to say that "there are too few

white women dandidates, for superintendents - there are more black women who

are farther along the line." This statement was challenged by several of

the conference participants. Dr. Watson reminded the group that "schools

of education presently channel women into nonadministrative fields. If you

accept the pool, then the shortage of women exists, but if you don't you

can certainly find them. Certification," Watson went on to say, "is a

matter not only.of screening out but also of controlling the pool. Sec-

ondly," Watson continued, " can we please stop thinking in such categories

as 'We've got too many blacks, now we need white women'? That puts people

in a box. Let's stop the internecine warfare among excluded groups."
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PROGRAM DESIGN: MODALITIES OF TRAINING

Ann Morrison, program assistant at the Center for Creative Leadership,

described the Center's summer program for advanced eaduate students in the

areas of social and behavioral science. Its major goal is to bridge the

gap between the university and the business world. Deans and department

heads are sent an outline of the prugram and are asked to, recommend students.

This past summer, for the first time, the program had an eight-week intern-

ship program for twelve fellows. Each fellow received a $1,000 stipend,

plus transportation from Greensbbro, North Carolina, where CCL is located,

to Minneapolis, Minnesota, and return.

The firbi, seven days of the assignment were devoted to leadership de-

velopment - decision-making, creative problem-solving, and so on, with a

hedvy emphasis oIr self-assessment. The second phase concentrated on train-'

ing in the topic area, "Managerial Performance, Appraisal, and Feedback."

Training was done by CCL staff.

Then followed a four-week internship in Minneapolis/St. Paul. Each

fellow had a mentor from a local organization who, working closely with the

intern, agreed on a four-week research project - usually to study and recom-

mendmodifications in the organization's appraii"al system. In the final

week o'r the program, fellows reported back to the gzoup cri their projects

and submitted written reports to the Center.

The CCL considers the advantages of the summer internship program to

be these: (1) students get business experience; (2) organizations have the

benefit, of the student's ideas and expertise in the research project; and

(3) the CCL is building a network and in the procesS is becoming better

known.

Hubie Jones, director of the Community Fellows Program of the Massachu-

setts Institute of Technology, spoke next. The Program was started in 1971,

and was originally interested in community leaders and activists from the

private sector, but now it is also looking for individuals from the public

sector.
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According to Jones, the program selects "people who have proven their

effectiveness, who are burned out and fatigued, and who need a change to

get it together, to reflect, and to get a little rest."

Selection and recruitment for the program comes mostly through alumni,

stated Jones, but program staff members also interview applicants. Fellows

do not need a college degree, but they must produce some evidence that they

can deal with an academic environment as.well as develop* project that can

have a major impact on the home community.

Besides,giving a stipend, MIT also relocates the fellow's family, and

provides a modest research fund of about $1,200 per person, from which fel-

*lows can get support for research activities. The program'begins with an

orientation session which, in 1976, lasted for 16 days.

Dr. Jones pointed out that, for most of the community fellows, support

is needed in three way:

1. For many, there is a crisis of confidence: Can they

function at MIT or Harvard?

2. There is an ambivalence about white, elitist institu-
tions: Have they-succumbed? and

3. There is a sense of loss: These people have lived
very active, stressful lives, and the year at MIT

can become depressing.

At the orientation session, the staff helps fellows select courses,

and the fellows begin their required participation in the Tuesday evening

seminars, "Strategies and Issues of Community Development." Each fellow

has a mentor who is competent in the area in which he or she is working.

Fellows begin the program on August 15th. The semester begins on

September 6th. By October 15th, they must have completed a written project

statement. (This statement becomes a contractual understanding.) There is

a critical assessment of each fellow's project from his colleagues on three

different occasions. For the final presentation, if possible, people from

the fellow's home community are brought in. The objective of the program,

Jones said, is basically "that the fellows' leadership ability be enhanced,

and that they come away with the understanding that no matter how talented

they may be, or hooked into the power structure, the interests of minorities

cannot be advanced without collective work..."
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Discussion

The first questions directed to Dr. Jones dealt with the institution-

alization of the program and the selection process. "As regards selection,"

Jones stated, "this year we shot for ten people, five from private orgilni-

zations and five from the public sector - such as settlement houses, art

associations, and so on." The private organizations produced about sixty

applicants, which, according to Jones, "had to be ooiled down to five."

Jones also mentioned that the selection %. ittee "consisted of the

chairman of the Department of Urban Studies, Mel King, associate director

of the program, and myself."

Chuck Smith asked Jones to speak to the fact that directors of college-

based internship programs traditionally do not have faculty appointments.

Jones replied, "...If you don't have faculty status, there is no way to get

your peers to make their resources available. A faculty appointment is es-
.

sential. These fellowship programs deserve that status."

Columbus Salley brought the discussion around again to the question of

institutionalizing a program. "If you're dealing with money, in too many

cases, when the outside money dries up the faculty commitment, ephemeral at

best, alsc dries up." Jones responded by describing briefly the "$4 million

negotiation" in which MIT was persuaded to agree to a commitment for the

endowment of the Community Fellows Program., "From the beginning," he said,

"the institution was putting in some money. That is obviously important.

MIT is currently running -a development drive to raise $225 million. They

found that many potential contributors wanted more minority programs. Ba-

sically, what we said to the university was, 'Here's a way to get some money

for you - and also for us!'"

You must pick your institutions, however, Jones argued. "At some uni-

versities they might feel the three or four million dollars they would get

would not be worth it because they would have to deal with the disruption

of a totally white, male-dominated institution."

But, said Bernie Watson, "that's program money they'll turn down. Ba-

sic development money - even at a place like the ones you describe - would

be more broadly based if enough people insisted."
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Nate Jackson pointed out that there is the question of who controls

those programs once they are institutionalized. "Does institutionalization

mean 'retreatment' as well as permanence?"

At this point, Mario Anglada reminded the group that they were talking

only about institutionalization in the university setting, i.e., "bureau-

cratization." "I am at least as concerned," he said, "with institutionali-

zation in the community."

Barbara Jackson asked, "What is the role of students in changing that

institution of which they are a part?"

Jones responded, "Students should get the faculty to do it. We should

not have the students do our activities for us. The cost to them is too

high. Also, they won't be around fc/cver; the university can sit back and

wait until they go."

Paul Schindler questioned the base on which the conversation took

place: "I am bothered," he said, "by the assumptiOn that universities are

powerful. I believe them to be one of the weakest institutions in our so-

ciety. We should be thinking of new institutional forms, new settings..."

"But is your constituency bound to,a credential?" asked Richard Ungerer.

"Because if it is, you're bound to a university."

Bernie Watson disagreed wit,' Schindler, saying, "Universities are

powerful. They are rich. They are one of the major gatekeepers in our

society. I have beome increasingly skeptical about delivering basic sta-

tus, and basic incomes, with new models. There is no problem with creating

'new' access routes, but they are infrequently of long standing. You must

have the same continuity for programs that provide access as for programs

that deny access. The subject is trade-offs. Faculties, departments, and

deans do that all the time. We need to teach our students how to do that."

Peddie: "I see a new network emerging - among those who rave received

nondegree training. Because of money, basically. For a nine-week manage-

ment program, MIT charges $8,000."

Bruce Williams asked atout monitoring. "What do you do when you find

that performance is below standard?"

Chavis responded: "We insist that there be an exchange between the

mentor and the fellow. We request a contract be drawn up on which the
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mentor and the fellow agree - and if a contract cannot be worked out, we

pull the intern out."

John Figueroa suggested, "The mentor is the key. What are they doing

with that fellow? Also there is a built-in reporting system - what the
a

mentor says the fellow is doing and what the fellow says he's doing. Any

disparity can be discussed. But how do you terminate an assignment? That's

the ugly question. If I can, I try to rearrange the assignment with the

same agency, but with another mentor. But termination - that's very sticky.

And along the same lines, how do you terminate a mentor?"

Carroll Johnson answered, "We review our mentors every year and those

who have not worked out are not continued."

Anglada asked. "How do you train people from a more simple type of

life to understand the complexity of organizations where there are hypocrisy

and hjdden agendas?"

"Lay it on the table," said Hubie Jones.

Bruce Williams went back to the question of terminations. "We made

sure superintendents agreed to expose their world - the world of the super- \N

intendency - to the interns. Therefore, if certain doors were closed, our

consultants would know. Whether an intern can take advantage of that world,

of the open doors, is another question. We have never terminated an intern-

ship, but we have terminated assignments."
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ASSIGNMENT AND PLACEMENT

The first speaker on this topic was Richard Wilson, Vice President of

the American Association of Community and Junior Colleges. Wilson explained

that the AACJC "is a voluntary association of college presidents and its

program interests are staff development, occupational programs, community

education, workshops in various areas, and a preSident's forum." The Com-.

munity College Internship Program for Native Americans bas seven mcal and

women this year who were selected through applications and recommendations.

Wilson explained how the interns are placed. "First we ask community col-

leges near the various Iridian res4tvations if they are interested in having

an Indian intern. The president of the college is contacted because the

interns will be attached to the president's office throughout the academic

year. The intern and the president negotiate the conditions of the intern-

ship.

Wilson pointed out that over the past eight or ten years several Indian-

controlled community colleges have been established, and there is a continu-

ing need for American 1.dian administrators for the top echelon in colleges.

The majority c the interns in the program have been offered positions at

the institutions at which they did their internships.

The last speaker was K. Z. Chavis, Executive Director, Leadership De-

velopment Program of the Southern Rej,ional Council. Th.s program began in

1966 as an experimental project of the Ford Foundation and continued as a

special Ford Foundation program from 1967 to 197L, at which point it be-

came one of the projects of the Southern Regional Council.

"The application," Chavis said, "asks the following questions: What

are your interests? What will you do upon completion of your fellowship

year?" He went on to say that the application is followed by a proposal,

in which the candidate lays out what he or she would like to do for the

twelve-month period.

The next step, according to Chavis, is a field interview with the

intern in his home community, followed by the selection conference, which
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consists of four inte'views in front of five interviewers - one team of

two people, plus three other single people. "We have spent as much as

ten hours with one indiv dual."

As an illustration what can happen during the fellowship year,

Chavis described "a 56-yea -old fellow with a fifth-grade education who

wanted to visit various high school vocational programs so he could come

back to his own town and change the high school there. But as he worked

out his project, he discovered he needed to be on the County Board of Edu-

cation to have some impact...so he changed his focus. Then he discovered

t1 real power was not with the Board of Education but with the County

Commissioners. And eventually he became a County Commissioner and has,since

been a real moving force."

"As mentors," Chavis said, "we recruit experienced people who re,

first, interested in the development of the rural South and, second, of

value as a role model for the fellow."

Discussion

Paul Schindler asked about the specific racial component. How did

various programs handle inquiries from those who did not cope under the ra-

cial guidelines? Bruce Williams commented that "maybe the name of the pro-

gram should indicate 'minority.' The inquiries we have received from groups

and individuals other than racial minorities are clearly meant to be tests,

only, of our requirements; they come from individuals interested in a 'De-

Funis' type case. We write that we do not consider them a minority group

under our definition of the guidelines."

Nate Jackson noted that Chavis's program selected a range of people -

from those who had practically no education to people with a Ph.D. - and
1

asked, "Can your interviewers identify potential from that wide a range?

Are they sufficiently sophisticated?"

Chavis replied that the election committee was varied, consisting of

"clusters of five people, very mixed, and randomly assigned."

Nate Jackson remarked that in his program, "We often come up with very

different' 1:-,pressions and ratings and then we must discuss not only the can-

didate but wlat our personal criteria right be." Usually, he went or to
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say that there is agreement on the two ends, the top and the bottom. "It's

the group the middle that is the problem."

Columbus Salley brought up the "interface" between conceptualization

and strategies, suggesting that a number of different strategies must be

pursued simaltrzlecusly while the conceptualizatiOn remains fixed. "My own

program," he said, "has people who are highly credentiaRed and under-experi-
,

enced. My question is What can you do with your people once you process

them?"

Chavis mentioned an acquaintance, a Ph.D. who was elected superinten-

dent of a school district - the first minority-group person to hold that

office. '''But Se didn't know how to staff, he didn't know how to budget,

he had no teaching experience..."

Salley replied, "My people have the skillL, but they still can't get

the jobs.",

r. 11,
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PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

(
The first speaker to address himself on objectives was Nathaniel Jack-

son, Program Director of the Center for Educational Leadership in Los

Angeles, California. Jackson began by stating simply that the objective

of his fellowship program is that "school district superintendents be train-

ed and placed in office, hopefully to remain there."

His problem, Jackson hated, is, "How do you recycle an executive., an

administrator, so that he can persist in a difficult phase of educational

leadership? California has 1,300 school districts. There are fewer than

six black school superintendents, two Spanish-surnamed superintendents, two

women superintendents, and no Asians...."

If members of the excluded population are moved into superintendency

positions, they need three things in order to succeed, Jackson continued:

"access to information, the basic rudiments of running a succes-,ful busi-

ness, and enough political savvy to survive." Jackson became director of

CEL only eight months before the conference. "I may be the newest director

here." One problem that Jackson has been able to identify since he became
0

director is the lack of involvement of minority educators who could help

bring others through the system.

One early mistake, he said, was the recruitment of minority administra-

tors who lack . either an M.A. or a Ph.D. "We noted that those educators

who had other basic requirements - i.e:, experience at the ptincipal or as-

sistant principal level - already had those degrees." As a result place-

ment has been good so far.

"In age," Jackson commented, "the group tends to be older than a simi-

lar group of Caucasians would be - it's rare to find a 49- or 50-year-old

white vice principal, but it is common for excluded populations."

The CEL holds semi-monthly seminars, twenty in northern California and

forty in southern California. Accordint: to Jackson, a lot of time is spent

in "process" work - talkinf; with administrators and business people and

trying to strengthen the visiting faculty.

In his closing statement, Jackson stated, "File chance of a min-)rity

persc.1 becoming, a school superirendent without all the accoutrement.; -
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i.e., an advanced degree plus skills - is nil. We are interested in persons

who need aimaster's degree; we are interested in those people who have

master's degrees becoming school superintendents. The question is how to

get these people through the funnel, place them, and once there make them

efftctive." \-

The next program to'be described was the National ASPIRA Fellowship

Program. Leading off the program description was John Figueroa, Program

Director.
C

Figueroa began by briefly descr:bing ASPIRA, a leadership and educa-

tional development agency specifically for Puerto Ricans and Hispanics.

This program began in New York in 1961 and went national in 1969 because

"Puerto Ricans are a national community with sizable populations in Illi-

nois, San Francisco, Los Angeles, and so on. They do not live exclusively

in the Northeast."

Figueroa explained that the program has contracted with Fordham Univer-

sity for credentialing. Courses are riven within the School of Education.

. There are only six fellows in the prorram, but the University is giving

courses to just those students and has sought out minority faculty members

as role models. Keeping the six fellows tc,gether has kept them from rettinr

lost in the 1,:.rge University and r-iven tLem an "esprit de, corps."

The fellowship period lasts for twelve months. It begins with three

management courses - very,riroro.ls in a summer session. The second phase

' is a nine-month, nonstop placement - possibly a field assignment plus a

semester of courses at Fordham - in which the fellow learns how educational

policy, federal and local, is made.

That is the program layout but, said Figueroa, "I really want to talk

about the mentors - they're the powerhouses. We have had superinten!ents 'n

five states with large Puerto Rican populations, key congressmen on e,luca-
,

tion committees, and people working in the HEW network. The mentor response

in the program's first year was tremendous - 30 out of 35 per,)le responded."'

The goals of the program are to create a cadre of Puerto Rican policy-

makers, to respond in some effective way to the demands of the Puerto Rican

community, and to put forward the mission of ASPIRA.
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Mario Anglada, ASPIRA's executive director, added briefly to Figueroa's

presentation. Anglacia said, "Because 70 percent of all Puerto Ricans have

never finished high lschool thereis a lack of leadership within the Puerto

Rican community. Therefore, ASPIRA's first objective was to keep kids in

school. We tried to get youngsters to look at their roots. We are, after

all, marginal in the United States; we don't belong here'but neither do we

'belong back in Puerto Rico. So we began high school clubs on the Puerto

Rican heritage. Then we began projects that gave high school students a

sense of power, of controlling a social reality. Finally we added counsel-

ing to get them into and through college.

"About 25,000 students have gone through this process and 10,000 have

been placed in college. In New York City, about 60 percent drop out. In

Boston, it's around 80 percent. We are now at the point where we need to

work with people other than students - people who understand the comple4ty,

the bureaucracy of educational institutions."

A final word about the ASPIRA program was added by Rocelia Roman, an

ASPIRA fellow and recent graduate of the program. She said, "There is a

real mystique in our community about what happens in administration; we

need to learn the mechanisms of the system. We have therefore developed

courses to learn manageme:' techniques which we can put into practice in

the field. My field placement was in the office of the U.S. Commissi.ner

of Education and I worked on consumer education."

Discussion

The first question of the discussion period was from Barbara Jackson,

who asked, "Do the Ford'iam courses relate to the Puerto Rican experience?"

Roman responded that "the fellows are already knowledgeable about that."'

"How then," pursued Jackson, "do you translate that experience into ways of

dealing with the mainstream culture?" Anglada answered the question: "We

demand that some of our own people w..th experience in management teach fel-
,

lowship.courses." tut he mentioned the problem that "once our people go

through the system they often leave the community."

Hubie Jon( then commented, "Looking at the histor:v of all groups who

have pursued.r ity in this :,.ociety, one is left with tne question -

Should we be locKed into the comrunity base, or should we say that wherever
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a person ends up he should be tied in some mea ingful, psychological and

,historical way to the group - so as to act in so way in the interests of

that group?"

Anglada replied, "I make a distinction between 'eighborhood and com-

munity..."

Barbara Jackson then said, "But that question should be dealt with in

the training process. 'It's very difficult, in some white establishments for

instance, to stick your neck out - especially if you don't feel you're get-

ting support."

.
Nate Jackson also spoke to the question of the "community base": "Our

objective; in all these programs," he said, "is to upgrade blacks and browns.

In California, .fdr instance, there is a sizable black population in Los

Angeles, San Francisco, and San Diego which is a possible power base. But

most of the Calif:ornia school districts are predominantly white.

"The American black is now in a position where he can move in a variety

of areas, Fellowship people should work to place minorities in places where

the population is pre-dominantly the same racial or ethnic group and also

in places where there is a predominantly white group. It is not an either/

or question. The question is access."

Columbus Salley pointed out tLat "because one is bllack, or has a sense .

of Puerto Ricanness or Indianness, there is no reason to assure that the

job will be done significantly differertly."

Ted Tynes, a,Pockefeller Foundation ,superintendeiA's intern, asked
..,

,

about the racial/ethnic guidelines for ASPIRA. "Is it Puerto Rican or

Latino?"

Figueroa replied that ASPIRA is an organi,:ation that embraces all His-

panic groups.

Tynes mentioned that, during his internship, "some Mexican Americans '

tried to apply to an ASPIRA program and were told that ASPIRA is predomi-

nantly for Puerto Ricans." troth Figueroa and Anglada stressed that the

was nccrrect.

Nate Jackson went back to the subject of recruitment, stressing its

importance. He referred to their in-service program for superintenlents in

which, over the years, 160 people had beer. trained. "They are a major

thrust for recruitment." Also, mentors are recruiters.
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As regards placement, Nate Jackson mentioned the importance of ex-

plaining the resilme - teaching fellows how to take' a resume and make it ap-

plicable to the job. As far as hearing; about jobs goes, "the fraternity

of superintendents is probably the best base."
. 0.

Don Peddie asked about CEL's criteria for admission, and Jackson in

his answer stressed placement. "If a superintendent will use that person

as an administrator after completion of our program, we will at least inter-

view that person."

K. Z. Chavis talked about "missing people" in programs designed to move

people faster through the system. "We know of people who are maybe a year

away from being a sup erintendent -who, if they got the credentials, would

move." But the fellowship programs don't always zero in on those people.

"We've got t9 work with some kind of strategy that gets us to cut across

lines."

\<"
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EVALUATION

According to the first speaker on this subject, Columbus Salley, Execu-

tive Director of the Consortium for Educational Leadership, Chicago, Illi-

nois, the two major problems with which the pnsortium must deal are: "tne

tension that arises from the diversity among the seven-college membership,

and the fact that it is funded exclusively by the Ford Foundation."

The Consortium tries to equip its fellows with the requisite knowledge

forleadership positions. According to Salley, "It's one thing to be com7

mitted, and another tffing to be competent."

Salley'spoke with intensity about the Consortium's commitment to ex-

cluded groups, "including whites who have been excluded because they have

taken a position opposite to. the mainstream of ..merican life." The program,.

stated Salley, is interested in what it calls'"recyclalle ese-trch" re-

search - not abstract research, but,work that illuminates "'ne interface

.between research and practice."

Salley cited a recent Consortium project in which "we documented ex-

actly what it is that principals do. We did a national sample of 700 prin-
.

cipals and noted the similarities and iifferences among, say, a woman prrn-

cipallin an urban system and a male prin.7ipal in a rural sys4.,r, and s on.

We now have an empirical data base from which we can test for reality - to

use la performance appraisal, job clarification, and selection for certain

positions. Thus we are now able to challenge requirements for various pcsi-

tions: those why select.ftred hiret'r.ust prove thet.their.s4quiremehts are

job related."

The Consortium's strength rand its uniqueness) lied in the fact that

"we have identified 200-odd people ani brought them into training programs

which formerly excluded them. We have teen able to get people within the

system to look at the field of educational administration and redefine the

rules of principalships and superintendencies. The ConscIrtium has ate-

keepers who can look at the requirements for these positions an(' see what

those requirements have to do with exc:usioL." Put an Inherent defect is

that the Consortium colleges do the recIlitment and selection:

to Salley, "':e ;et peoT2e wi.( are :iut -n experience and therefore .mn't

fill the positions for-which they are being trained."

13
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About forty or fifty pf the Consortium fellows had "initial entry jobs

such as assistant principal." They had too little experience for the super-

intendency. The CEL feels it can do twc., things: train these people further,

and initiate lawsuits challenging the current system of promotion for public

employes.

The next speaker was Richard Ungerer of the National Manpower Insti-

tute, who spoke briefly about the Institute's-information exchange services.

The National Manpower Institute was begun fo'ir years ago by former Secretary

of Labor Willard Wirtz, who was interested in the relationship - or more

precisely, lack of relationship - between educational policy and jobs. The

Institute, according to Ungerer, initiated an education/work consortium

which focused on youth; the educational programs were funded through union

negotiated contracts. There was, surprisingly, only a five percent utili-

zation rate. "So we began a cooperative evaluation project at the Insti=-

tute," Ungerer said.

Ungerer felt that by working with a number of programs they would get

a large enough population to study; they could compare several programs as

to their relative success. Uncerer further stated that the main problems

were:

- Money: "We thought the programs would be willing to
pay a small amount for evaluation; they were
not.

- Approach to Objectives: -"Various programs said that their
objectives did not fit into our list of eleven
objectives; they wanted to reshape."

- Timing: "Some programa run through an academic year,
some begin in the summer - it's difficult
to have the pre- and post-evaluations done
at the proper time."

In a'comparative evaluation with a number of other programs it was

found that the following problems recur frequently:

1. How do you compare the "design approach," where a
project is worked out carefully, ahead of time, with
the "position approach," in which a fellow inters:., as

someont:'s,assistant for a certain period?
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2. What is the proper length of time for particular

experiences? Fellowship programs range from one

month to twelve months or more.

3. What is the proper stage of one's career at which
to intervene? In other words, what is the program .

readiness of the individual?

4 What is the proper balance between the educational
component and the work experience? "The rhetoric
on this subject is fantastic, but in reality there
is often a lack of integration of the two."

5. How do you get the proper kind of peer interaction?
Fellows need to meet - to relate to each other, to
learn from each other, to glqa11experiences.

The conclusions reached, however, suggest that there is enough common-
,

ality among the various programs studied for a valid evaluation.

Bruce Williams then asked Robert Fischelis, of the .Rockefeller f'ounda-

tion's Fellowship program, to comment briefly on his work.

Fischelis reported that "The Rockefeller Foundation has been letting

on peopl since 1913," through its fellowship program. There is an exten-

sive selection process, related to the Founrlation's programs in the devel-

oping countries. At present, RF fellows are likely to be predoctoral candi-

dates, whereas in the past they were m:-re often postdoctoral. Almost all

the RF fellows return to their home countries after their fellowship leriod;

"we make sure there is a job for them to return to." They are strongly,

motivated - "to the extent that we can test that ahead of time, we try to

gauge motivation." The majority of RF fellowships go to people from !evel-

oping countries and the Foundation intends to continue the program even

though costs are increasing greatly. Programs for Americans are hanlle_

through the specific RF program areas - i.e., Equal Opportunity, Corifiic*,

in international Relations, etc.

Next, Bruce Williams briefly described the.Superintenlent's Training

Program, which is a specific fellowship project of the f'F's Equal Orport._:-

nity Program.

"In 1970," Williams said, "there were little more than a dozen, 1)P.:ir,

superintendents of schools. In working to change that, we had to take into

account various realities, for instance, the problem of mot,iiity,



people who could be moved into a superintendent's position were locked into

a certain location - often they had a spouse who was working, they had made

a down payment on a house - they were closely bound to their home community.

So we built mobility into the Program, by assigning interns to school dis-

tricts that were outside their home state, an paying their relocation costs.

"Our fellows work with two superintendents, in two different cities,

for a semester each, so they can compare and contrast working styles. Often

interns exchange cities - so that they can talk with each other, compare

notes.

"At the end of"theintern year, fellows are taken to the U.S. :2:ffice

of Education for one exhausting day of seminars. They can't possibly remem-

ber every title and every .lame, but they do get an idea of the resources

1,hcre, and how they might be tapped.

"Our greatest difficulty has been with insuring line experience - be-

cause many of our candidates are assistants to the principal, superinten-

dent - and so on. We look to the cooperating superintendents fo,r a constant

supply of candidates and we advertise nationally.

"As regards evaluation - in 197., we surveyed 29 former fellows to

find out the dollar increase the buiets for which they were responsible,

the number of people they cspervisei, the change in position, title, and so

on. The results were cite impressive. lut our efforts to move people into

superintendent positions raised a question in my mind: Are we just raising

the frustration level for our people? 1 know, fur instance, tnat Minneap-

olis, Minnesota, is not goinr to have a black school superintendent any time

in the near future. Ar,_ w,.! dust playin games by having our people apply?

My own feeling is there is sorething to be sail for applying - s) that

no one can say- that notoiy alilie;."

The,participants were then askel for comments or questions still on

their minds, aavis sw,'este that tiack in.;titutions shop._ : ;lay a

role in helping b:ack siFerintendent.; wh) have lost their dons, "not throl,-h

incompetence out through a pcilitical s:t'Aaticn." nalpens in the white

establishment, "they 2ould be ale 'tlj'al?t 1,rorcf,,r visltinc c(,r

at a black institution

sary to do this.

a fear ," u, ,111 tort .4,)..z1 1 1- n- "s-
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Most of the other participants n..rtioned the importance to them of

becoming better acquainted with their colleagues in other programs and with

the programs themselves. Bruo-.? Willi%ms remarked that perhaps we should do

this again, "and next time we won't have to spend so much time explaining

our programs and we can concentrate on collective evaluations."
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BRIEFLY NOTED:

ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION SPECIAL FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS

Special Rockefeller Foundation fellowship awards ,are administered and

supported by the Foundation and are open to qualified candidates on a com-

petitive basis. Starting in the 1970's, the Foundation initiated a series

of special fellowship programs, primarily in support of domestic program

objectives. The following special fellowship programs are in effect in

1977:

1. Fellowship Program in the Humanities - to support work
of humanistic scholarship and reflection intended to
illuminate and assess the values of contemporary society.

2. Fellowship Program in Environmental Affairs - to support
highly qualified scholars undertaking interdisciplinary
study, research, or public service on environmental problems.

3. The Pockefeller Foundation And Ford Foundation Program in
Support cf Population Policy Research - to support research
in the social sciences that will increase understanding of
the .multiplicity of factors influencing population dynamics
and population policy.

4 Fellowship irorram in 7oiflict in International Relations -

to support the research pf individuals who can bring unusual
experiences to bear on critical issues in the field of con-
:lict anticipation and resolution.

5. Fellowship Frorram in Finance and Management for Minority
Educators - to support experience,: minority-group educators,
interested in the financial manaement of public schools
and college budgets, to study for a master's degree in busi-
ness administration at selected graduate schools.

o. Superintenient internship frorram - to Frovide experienced
and qualiied minority-,;roup school administrators with a
year of in-service training so that they can assume positions
of higher responsibility in U.S. urban school systems.

7. Fellowship Irogram for Piaywrichts-in-Pesi,lence - to support
residencies of younc, creative playwrights ir. recognized
American theaters.

8. Fellowship Lrogrlm in the Agricultunli cience,; - to (.n11.1e

outstamlir,7 yulhg Anericar, scholars to ';e:elop their poten-
tial as agric'iltra .wiehtists or leaie,s throw,: stu,,ly
research.
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9. Postdoctoral Research Fellowships in Reproductive Biology -
to support scientists with demonstrated research capability
in the field of reproductive biology who plan to undertake
studies relating to contraception and population growth.
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